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Abstract
With the ever-growing size of sequence data sets, data processing and analysis are an
increasingly large portion of the time and money spent on nucleic acid sequencing projects.
Correspondingly, the performance of the software and algorithms used to perform that analysis
has a direct effect on the time and expense involved. Although the analytical methods are
widely varied, certain types of software and algorithms are applicable to a number of areas.
Targeting improvements to these common elements has the potential for wide reaching
rewards. This dissertation research consisted of several projects to characterize and improve
upon the efficiency of several common elements of sequence data analysis software and
algorithms. The first project sought to improve the efficiency of the short read mapping
process, as mapping is the most time consuming step in many data analysis pipelines. The
result was a new short read mapping algorithm and software, demonstrated to be more
computationally efficient than existing software and enabling more of the raw data to be
utilized. While developing this software, it was discovered that a widely used bioinformatics
software library introduced a great deal of inefficiency into the application. Given the potential
impact of similar libraries to other applications, and because little research had been done to
evaluate library efficiency, the second project evaluated the efficiency of seven of the most
popular bioinformatics software libraries, written in C++, Java, Python, and Perl. This
evaluation showed that two of libraries written in the most popular language, Java, were an
order of magnitude slower and used more memory than expected based on the language in
which they were implemented. The third and final project, therefore, was the development of
vii

a new general-purpose bioinformatics software library for Java. This library, known as BioMojo,
incorporated a new design approach resulting in vastly improved efficiency. Assessing the
performance of this new library using the benchmark methods developed for the second
project showed that BioMojo outperformed all of the other libraries across all benchmark tasks,
being up to 30 times more CPU efficient than existing Java libraries.

viii

1 Introduction - Computational Challenges in High Throughput
Sequencing
1.1 Software Needs in Sequence Data Analysis
Since high throughput sequencing (HTS) methods were commercialized a decade ago,1
repeated technological refinements and economies of scale have resulted in a continuous
reduction in sequencing cost. According to data from the National Human Genome Research
Institute,2 in April 2008, the cost of generating one megabase of raw HTS data was
approximately $15.05. As of July 2015, the cost has fallen to $0.015 per megabase,
representing a 1000x decrease in cost in roughly seven years. This ongoing cost reduction has
enabled sequencing on a scale that would have been cost-prohibitive only a short time ago.
Large projects such as the 1000 Genomes Project,3 ENCODE,4 and the Human Microbiome
Project5 have produced datasets containing multiple terabases of raw nucleotide sequence
data. Overall, the amount of sequence data produced has doubled every seven months during
the last decade.6
Storing, processing, and analyzing these ever-larger volumes of sequence data has been
facilitated by ongoing improvements to computer hardware. Advances in hardware have
included vast improvements to raw CPU speed, higher data density and capacity storage
devices (RAM, disk drives, network storage devices, etc.), and faster computer interconnects
(networks / data buses), both over short distances (internal to a computer, or within a
computing cluster) and over great distances (i.e. the Internet).7 The oft-misquoted “Moore’s
law,”8 which predicts the doubling of the most cost effective number of components per
1

integrated circuit every 24 months,9,10 is often used as a proxy for this trend in overall hardware
improvement.
Despite this impressive growth in performance, the rate of improvement has been
insufficient to keep up with the even faster rate of sequencing cost reduction. The gap
between the volume of data produced and the ability to process the data continues to widen.
As a result, the cost of computing, not sequencing, has now become the larger portion of the
cost of sequencing based research.11,12
In addition to the growing gap between sequencing and computing capacity, rapid
changes in the underlying sequencing technology are providing further challenges to data
processing and analysis. After only a few years working with second generation sequencing
(pyro, synthesis, ligation, and semiconductor), we already are seeing the introduction of third
generation sequencing platforms (waveguide and nanopore). This new generation brings with
it much longer sequence reads, but at the cost of higher error rates.1 In theory, these longer
reads will improve methods such as assembly scaffolding and also will render a number of
current approaches obsolete. New software tools and algorithms will be required to most
effectively utilize these data. 13 In essence, sequencing technology is evolving faster than the
analytical software required to quickly and efficiently analyze the data.
The combination of growth in sequence data volume, changes to sequencing
technology, and inadequate rates of hardware improvement, is causing a more rapid
obsolescence of analysis techniques than otherwise might be expected. This rapid
obsolescence continues to drive high demand for new methods that can handle increasingly
2

large volumes of sequence data from existing platforms, and the types of sequence data
associated with new sequencing technology. Correspondingly, much effort is spent on the
development or application of algorithms, data structures, and software to realize these
improvements.
Certain types of algorithms or software are applicable to a large number of sequence
analysis methods. Targeting these elements for improvement has the potential to reap
rewards across a large number of areas. The goal of the research described in this dissertation,
is to make performance and functional improvements to several of these core elements of
sequence data analysis. Specifically, I have focused on three areas: short read mapping
algorithms, general purpose bioinformatics software libraries, and the development of software
to process long read data from third generation sequencing systems.

1.2 Software Libraries
1.2.1 Software Libraries and APIs
When writing a program, it is useful to conceptualize the overall structure as a hierarchy of
operations. At the top level of the hierarchy lies the main operation or task the program is
designed to perform. In the case of bioinformatics, examples include discovery of a sequence
motif, filtering reads from a sequencing platform, or performing an alignment of multiple RNA
sequences. Typically, this main operation is composed of several lower level operations, all of
which complete one part of the work necessary to accomplish the high level task. For example,
to perform quality score based filtering of short read data, it is necessary to read the sequence
data from a file into memory, apply a filtering algorithm to each read, and write the resulting
3

reads to a new file. For alignment, it would be necessary to the read sequence data from a file,
apply and alignment algorithm to the sequences, and write the results to another file.
Regardless of the high-level operations a program was designed to perform, many of the lower
level operations used are the same as in many other programs. In the aforementioned
examples, all the programs would need to read and write sequence data files. Some of the
other operations, such as sequence alignment, are likely to be used in other programs as well.
In bioinformatics, some of the most commonly used operations include reading and writing
sequence data from files (e.g., File I/O), storing data in relational databases, transmitting
sequence data in real time over a network, and accessing some of the widely used
bioinformatics web services such as the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)
and ENSEMBL. 14
Rather than writing code to perform these operations in every new program,
programmers rely on pre-written code packaged in what are known as software libraries. A
software library provides a set of coherent and related operations applicable to programming
problems of a particular type or discipline. For example, a library may provide a set of general
purpose sorting operations, matrix algebra operations, or a set of widely used bioinformatics
operations. The operations provided by one or more libraries are used by the programmer as
building blocks to construct applications, or even other libraries. Libraries vary in the scope of
operations implemented, with some libraries providing only a small set of core operations, and
other libraries providing a larger number of operations, including those less often used. The set
of operations provided by a particular library, along with the inputs and outputs of those
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operations, comprise what is known as the library’s application programming interface (API).
The API defines a contract between the program and the library, specifying how the program
can and should access the functionality provided by the library. The specific method by which a
program accesses individual operations varies based on the libraries and/or programming
languages used. Regardless of the specifics, executing an operation provided by a library is
typically known as “calling the API.”
It is important to understand that although the API defines how the program and library
interact (the interface), it does not typically define details of how the functionality is carried out
within the library (the implementation). The advantage of this arrangement is that as long as
the API does not change in an incompatible way, the program and the library can be modified
and improved independently of one another. Sometimes, however, efficiency improvements or
new functional requirements do require an incompatible API change. As incompatible API
changes necessitate compensatory changes in any programs that use the API, this sort of
change potentially impacts a large number of programs.
1.2.2 API Design Considerations
As a change to an API may impact a large number of programs, there is much incentive to
design the best possible API for a library, so that changes will not be necessary once the API is
in use. In practice, however, this is often very difficult. Computer languages have inherent
limitations, such that designing an API often involves making compromises between
performance, flexibility, usability, or other factors. In-depth knowledge of the operations
performed in previously written programs can help determine how best to balance these
5

factors. However, even if a library is designed to handle the majority of use cases, there are
usually still some cases where the design will be less than optimal. Also, as most libraries are
intended to be used for programs that have yet to be written, optimum library design requires
making educated guesses about the ways the library will be used in the future.15
If the assessment of current requirements was flawed, or the predicted future usage of
the library was incorrect, the library can end up being mismatched to the task at hand. In fact,
as this dissertation will illustrate, in the case of several bioinformatics software libraries, there
is evidence that some of the widely used APIs and libraries are not optimal for working with
current and evolving sequence data sets. Many of these libraries were designed before for the
need to process large volumes of sequence data and in some cases, they prioritize flexibility
over performance. For example, BioJava16, has an elegant and flexible API which incorporates a
high level of abstraction, where individual sequence elements are modelled as full Java objects.
However, this high degree of abstraction, although attractive from a design and flexibility point
of view, negatively impacts performance. Indeed, to efficiently handle raw sequence data,
BioJava provides a separate API specifically for this type of data. As this API is incompatible
with the majority of other BioJava features, raw sequence data must be converted, either
internally or externally, to use with the rest of the BioJava APIs. In addition, the somewhat
artificial distinction made in the API between raw reads (i.e. short reads) and other, longer
sequences makes less sense in the context of third generation sequencing platforms where raw
reads are typically much longer. As the limitations of the existing libraries are architectural in
nature, meaning there is no obvious way to fix the existing libraries without rewriting both the
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library and the applications, there is an opportunity to develop a new sequence data analysis
library with a performance focused architecture. A portion of this dissertation involves the
design of a new Java library, BioMojo, that attempts to address the performance limitations of
the existing libraries, while still implementing sufficient abstraction to be suitable for use as a
general-purpose bioinformatics library.
1.2.3 Features of Bioinformatics Software Libraries
Libraries supporting bioinformatics software development are available for every popular
scientific programming language, including C++ (SeqAN17), Java (BioJava16, HTSJDK18), Python
(BioPython19) , and Perl (BioPerl20). Most of these libraries are the result of the development
efforts of a number of authors over the course of many years. Some of them have been
sponsored by large institutions or non-profit organizations; e.g., BioJava, BioPerl, and BioPython
are sponsored by the Open Bioinformatics Foundation, and HTSJDK is sponsored by MIT and
Harvard’s Broad Institute. Because bioinformatics libraries vary widely in the operations they
implement, a detailed comparison at the level of individual operations is not particularly useful.
However, it is possible to identify important groups of operations or other important design
characteristics of each library. In this discussion, these important operation groups and
characteristics will be called the “features” of the library. Although the exact operations or
implementation provided by a feature varies from library to library, the presence or absence of
features provides a useful way to compare the overall functionality. The following features are
important in general-purpose bioinformatics libraries:
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File I/O- There are a large number of file formats used to store biological data. The most
commonly used formats are FASTA and FASTQ, which store unannotated sequence data. Other
formats, such as GENBANK, SAM, FAST5, etc. store sequence data, along with other biologically
important metadata, such as gene annotations, or alignments, or even data related to the
sequencing process. Functions to read and write files (i.e., File I/O) in some or all of these
formats are provided by most libraries.
Unified API - Some libraries (e.g., BioJava, discussed above) provide different and
incompatible APIs to manipulate raw (short) read data versus other types of sequence data
(e.g., reference sequences or long reads). Other libraries provide a “unified API”, where all
types of sequences, regardless of source, can be manipulated using the same API functions.
With the non-unified API’s, additional code is required to convert among data structures,
depending on which API operations are needed to manipulate the data. This obviously
introduces unnecessary complexity and may also impact performance. With the blurring of the
lines between long and short sequences resulting from third generation sequencing, the
distinction made in some APIs between the two types of data reduces the generality of
solutions implemented using the library.
Validation - Sequence data files often contain a variety of elements other than the
canonical nucleotide and amino acids symbols. For example, if positions in a sequence are
ambiguous, then symbols representing that ambiguity can be part of the sequence data. When
developing a program for wide usage, it is important to make sure that the input data (or
sequences) contain only the elements on which the program can operate. Surprisingly, given
8

the importance of data validation, not all the libraries have the capability to enforce (or
validate) the contents of input sequences.
Translation / Amino Acids Sequences - Some “general purpose” libraries provide
support for amino acid sequences and sequence translation. Libraries focused only on
processing raw HTS data (HTSeq, HTSJDK) processing do not support this feature.
Alignment - Some libraries provide support for sequence alignment, providing either a
built-in set of algorithms, or support for executing external alignment tools. For example,
BioPerl does not support this feature internally but instead relies on calling external tools to
perform the alignment. This is a feature found mostly in general purpose libraries, and libraries
targeted solely towards HTS data (HTSeq, HTSJDK) do not support this feature.
Compression - For sequences where each position in the sequence is constrained to be
one of a few symbols (e.g., one of four nucleotides, AGTC), there are numerous methods to
store the sequence data in a much more compact format. For example, the four nucleotides
can be represented using only two binary digits per symbol, resulting in a 4x or 8x reduction in
the amount of memory required to store a sequence when compared to storing a symbol in a
character type. This feature, although often useful when working with large in-memory
datasets, is not provided by the majority of libraries.
Web services - Some libraries have built-in support for utilizing various Internet
accessible bioinformatics services and databases such as the NCBI database.
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Database support - Some libraries support reading and writing sequence data to
relational databases. This feature includes a database schema definition that mirrors the inmemory data structures and various I/O routines to either store or retrieve data.
HPC support - Bioinformatics applications designed to solve computationally expensive
problems often are written to take advantage of the distributed processing capability of High
Performance Computing (HPC) clusters. To provide maximum performance in these sorts of
environments, the library itself needs to implement “hooks” that can be used to efficiently
distribute data and operations on those data through the HPC cluster. Libraries that do not
provide this feature are less suitable to the development for HPC applications.
These general-purpose features are available to varying degrees in the seven most
popular bioinformatics libraries (Table 1.1). Generally, the libraries can be divided into two
groups based on the features they provide: libraries with a focus only on processing short
reads, and more general purpose libraries that support processing short reads, but also can be
used to develop a larger variety of more complex applications. It is interesting that despite the
suitability of Java for HPC applications development, none of the Java libraries have native
support for HPC frameworks.
In the development of applications to analyze the longer reads of third generation
technologies, libraries that focus solely on short read data are becoming less applicable and as
this dissertation will illustrate, there are performance problems that limit the suitability of
many of the other libraries for analysis of large data sets. The result is that developers may
increasingly need to integrate multiple incompatible bioinformatics libraries into their
10

applications, or develop basic functionality themselves. Given the obvious shortcomings of this
approach, there is a need for a new library that is both efficient enough to handle large
datasets and provides a uniform interface to the features appropriate for working with long
read data.

Unified API
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Y
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N
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Y
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Y
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HPC Support

FASTQ

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Relational DB

FASTA

Java
Python
Perl
C++
Python / Cython
Java
Java

Web services

Language

4.1.0
1.64
1.6.924
2.0.1
0.6.1
1.130
SVN 1202

Compression

Version

BioJava
BioPython
BioPerl
SeqAn
HTSeq
HTSJDK
JEBL

Alignment

Library

Table 1.1 - Feature comparison of bioinformatics software libraries. This table shows which features are available in the
specified version of each bioinformatic software library. Language indicates the language(s) in which the library is written.
Remaining columns indicate the presence (Y) or absence (N) of the features described above. “Partial” indicates that the library
requires external tools or end-user code to implement the feature.

Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N

N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

1.3 Performance and Efficiency
1.3.1 Defining Performance and Efficiency
It is important at this point to briefly define what is meant by the terms “performance” and
“efficiency” when referring to an algorithm or its implementation in software. As used in this
dissertation, performance is defined as the amount of computer system resources (e.g.
memory, CPU time, disk space, etc.) required to solve a problem for a particular set of input
data. In the context of sequence data analysis, these computational problems include
processes such as alignment, trimming, and translation, mapping, etc. Efficiency is defined as
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relative performance (e.g., more efficient, 10% efficiency, improved efficiency, etc.). In some
cases, the phrase “relative efficiency” is used to emphasize that efficiency is a relative measure.
1.3.2 Measuring Performance and Comparing Efficiency
Performance is affected by numerous interrelated factors, such as the implementation
language, operating system, data structures, and the hardware on which the system is
implemented. Measuring performance is the process of determining the amount of resources
required by a program for a particular set of input data. In some cases, it is possible to
determine this by direct analysis of the code or algorithms involved. The advantage of an
analytical solution is that it often produces a model that can be used to predict resource usage
based on the characteristics of the input data. The ability to predict program resource
requirements for arbitrary data sets is very important in designing efficient analytical
software.21 In practice, as there are many factors that can affect performance, exact analytical
solutions are difficult to derive in all but the simplest cases. In many cases, it is more practical
to actually run a program and use the resource tracking capabilities of the operating system to
measure the resource usage (e.g., to measure memory usage in bytes, measure CPU usage in
seconds, disk I/O in bytes per second, etc.). This process of executing a program and measuring
resource use is known as “benchmarking.”22
When comparing resource usage of different programs or algorithms, the
measurements of individual resource usage are often (statistically) orthogonal. In this case,
efficiency can only be meaningfully compared after assigning weights to each resource, with
the efficiency of each program calculated based on the weights assigned. Indeed, different
12

solutions to the same problem often involve differing tradeoffs among individual resource
requirements. For example, an algorithm requiring less CPU time to complete, may require
more memory.21
In many cases, complete programs are benchmarked, with the goal of determining the
relative efficiency of different programs that perform similar functions. The programs are run
on a number of datasets, with the resource usage measured and compared. In instances where
programs produce different results for the same input data, as in the case of many
bioinformatics programs, the comparison also will need to incorporate a measurement of the
completeness or accuracy of the output. This sort of functional benchmarking often is used to
characterize the degree of improvement provided by new bioinformatics programs or
algorithms. In the next chapter of this dissertation, benchmarking of a new short read mapper,
MOM, against existing software that performs the same function will show that this mapping
approach produced more sensitive results while using less resources (Chapter 2).
In practice, due to the difficulty and time required to design, execute, and analyze
benchmark experiments, much of the published work benchmarking bioinformatics software
includes only a few test datasets and benchmarks.23–25 Although this provides a measure of
performance in a few illustrative cases, there are usually insufficient data to predict
performance with data sets substantially different than those used in the test. Furthermore, as
the resources are only measured by executing entire programs, it is not possible to gain insights
into how individual operations contributed to overall resource usage. To obtain more finegrained information on resource usage, it is necessary to write specialized benchmarking
13

programs that execute only one (or a few) operations. If precautions are taken to ensure the
total resource usage of the program results only from those operations, and the programs are
run in a well-controlled execution environment, it is possible to obtain accurate and repeatable
measurements of resource usage for the given operations. In theory then, by running the
benchmarks on datasets with varying sizes and characteristics, statistical analysis (e.g.,
regression) can be used to derive predictive models of the relationships between resource
usage of individual operations and the characteristics of the input data.26 It is possible for a
properly designed set of benchmarking experiments to yield accurate models of “real world”
resource usage with predictive power similar or superior to models obtained through direct
analytical methods.
Part of this dissertation examines factors that have a large impact on the overall
performance of bioinformatics software applications. As many software applications rely on
bioinformatics software libraries to perform core operations, important operations provided by
several widely-used bioinformatics libraries are benchmarked. A significant contribution of this
work is that it not only measures the efficiency of a large number of bioinformatics libraries
across a variety of conditions, but also establishes the ability to derive predictive models of
resource usage of these libraries based on statistical analysis of benchmark results.
1.3.3 Improving Performance
The process of improving software performance known as “software optimization.” Many
beginning software engineers are taught that software optimization should be performed only
after the majority of a program has been written (the mantra “optimize last”). This is based on
14

the belief that an adequate understanding of performance can only be obtained by observing
the behavior of the completed system, and that performing optimization without that
understanding may result in misdirected efforts and wasted time, or in the worst case, a final
system that is actually de-optimized in some way. However, if the poor performance is the
result of a widely used API, correcting the problem may require substantial changes to large
parts of the software system (See 1.2 for a discussion of this issue). So, in such cases, it is
important to consider performance from the start, as not doing so can potentially lead to
redesigning and re-implementing large portions of the system.27
There are a number of approaches to improving the performance of a program.
Generally, these approaches fall on a continuum from the development of completely new
algorithms, to finding ways to more efficiently implement existing algorithms. In
bioinformatics, exact solutions are rarely required, so new algorithms are often heuristic
solutions that make reasonable tradeoffs between performance and the accuracy or
completeness of the result. Ideally, a new algorithm will generate results at least as good as
existing algorithms, but with less resource usage. Bioinformatics algorithms may also leverage
the non-uniformity of biological data sets to improve performance or the accuracy of results.
The well-known BLAST28 program, is an excellent example of a sequence alignment program
that both leverages non-uniform distributions, and uses a heuristic search method to provide
usable results in a much faster timeframe than more exact methods such as the SmithWaterman method.29
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In contrast to algorithmic improvement, implementation improvement implies that the
algorithm is mostly the same, but implemented in a way to make more efficient use of the
underlying hardware, software, and operating system. These types of improvements are often
quite difficult. Not only must the developer have a broad understanding of the problem domain
(e.g., sequence analysis), but an in-depth knowledge of computer architecture and optimization
techniques is also required. Having a solid grasp of the internals of the implementation
language, the performance characteristics of CPU’s, memory, networks, and I/O subsystems,
and the interactions among them also is important.
This dissertation demonstrates that both approaches can yield significant
improvements. In Chapter 2, a new heuristic mapping algorithm was developed that can
outperform existing algorithms. In Chapter 3, benchmark methods were developed for
bioinformatics software libraries, with the results highlighting areas where significant
performance improvements could be made. In Chapter 4, a new library was developed for Java
to address the performance issues identified in Chapter 3.

1.4 Programming Language Comparison
1.4.1 Popularity
The decision of which language to use for a programming project involves weighing the
strengths and weaknesses of languages in relation to factors such as programmer expertise,
runtime performance, ease of learning, availability of development tools, expressiveness of
syntax, type safety, deployment complexity, long term maintainability, and the availability of
compatible software libraries. Existing expertise with a particular language can be the deciding
16

factor, but otherwise library availability and language performance are considered most
important.30 Of the hundreds of programming languages and platforms available, only a small
number are used for the majority of software development projects, with the overall
distribution following a power law.30 The reasons for this are complex, but generally speaking,
a set of commonly occurring project requirements combined with other extrinsic factors all
contribute to the ongoing popularity of certain languages. Relative rankings of language
popularity are available from a variety of sources (Table 1.2).31–33 The rankings vary somewhat
based on the methodology and data used, but of the 15 languages common to these sources,
Java is consistently found to be among the most widely used, along with C, C++, and Python.
Table 1.2 - Ranking of computing languages by popularity according to three published indices.29-31 Only languages ranked by
all three sources were included. The aggregate rank was computed using the RankAggreg package in R.

Language
Tiobe IEEE
Java
1
1
C
2
2
C++
3
3
Python
5
4
C#
4
5
PHP
6
7
JavaScript
7
8
Ruby
9
9
Objective C
11
14
MATLAB
13
10
Perl
8
11
Swift
12
13
R
14
6
VisualBasic
10
12
Lua
15
15

Rank
PYPL Aggregate
1
1
6
2
5
3
2
4
4
5
3
6
7
7
12
8
8
9
10
10
14
11
9
12
11
13
13
14
15
15

It is important to note that the drivers of language popularity for the software industry
as a whole are not necessarily the same as those for scientific programming. With the
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exception of a few large-scale software development efforts, much scientific software is written
on an occasional basis by researchers without extensive formal training in software
development.34,35 In this case, the most important requirement is often to complete a small
programming task as quickly as possible, with less need to consider the long-term
maintainability, portability, or sometimes even the correctness of the software.36,37 In other
words, for much scientific programming, completing the task with minimal effort is important,
with the code playing only a minor role once the results have been produced. For this reason,
characteristics such as ease of learning, expressiveness, and library availability tend to be even
more important in science more than in other software development fields. Not surprisingly,
this has meant that scripting languages, such as Python, Perl, or R38 are popular choices for
scientific programming due to their relative strength in these areas.39 However, as discussed
below, there are still many scientific programming tasks, especially the development of end
user applications or applications where efficiency is important, and where scripting languages
may not be the best choice. In these cases, many of the same reasons that make Java the most
popular language overall, make it a strong choice for scientific applications as well.
1.4.2 Performance and Efficiency
Languages vary widely in performance and efficiency, and several studies have characterized
this varability. In 2008, Fourment and Gillings40 examined the differences in language efficiency
for a number of representative bioinformatics tasks. They wrote benchmark programs to
perform global alignment, neighbor joining, and BLAST parsing in the most widely used
languages: Java, C, C++, Perl, Python, and C#. They executed the programs on test data sets,
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recording the CPU time and memory required for each run. They found C to be the fastest
language overall, and depending on the task, either Java or C++ was found to be the second
fastest language (Table 1.3). The most popular language, Java, was roughly 1.2 times slower
than C for global alignment, 1.8 times slower than C for BLAST parsing, and 64 times slower
than C for Neighbor joining. Python and Perl were slower across all tasks than C and Java.
Differences in memory usage (Table 1.3) were less pronounced, with the exception of the Java
neighbor-joining program, which used 17 times more memory than any of the other programs.
The relative memory usage analysis illustrated that C, C++, C#, and Java were more than 5x as
efficient as Perl and Python.
Table 1.3 - CPU and memory usage of programming languages for several bioinformatic tasks as estimated by Fourment and
Gillings.40 These are the results for the Linux version of the benchmark available online.41

Language BLAST Parsing
CPU (min)
C
3.10
C++
3.21
C#
33.44
Java
5.58
Perl
7.28
Python
38.42

Global Alignment
CPU (sec) Mem (kb)
0.38
40892
0.53
41376
0.62
45296
0.44
52948
43.58
256296
23.18
207728

Neighbor Joining
CPU (sec) Mem (kb)
0.04
1.00
0.12
1.46
0.41
6.27
2.58
17.45
11.87
2.41
8.94
3.47

Another widely used source of information on the relative performance of programming
languages is “The Computer Language Benchmarks Game.”42 This project solicits and receives
ongoing submissions of benchmark programs to perform specific tasks, written in any one of a
large number of supported languages. Periodically, all of the submitted programs are executed,
with CPU and memory utilization recorded for each run. The programs are then ranked by their
efficiency, with the most efficient programs considered the current “winners” of the “game”.
Comparison of these results to those of Fourment and Gillings27 indicate that C, C++, Java, and
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C# have comparable CPU performance. However, in contrast to the results of the
aforementioned study, Java and C# tend to use much more memory than the other languages
(Figure 1.1). These contrasting results for memory usage probably reflect the difficulties in
accurately measuring memory usage in garbage collected languages such as Java. (see 3.2.8.1
and 3.3.1.1). What is important from these benchmark surveys is that CPU usage of C/C++/Java
is always very similar, with Perl and Python being 25 to 50 times slower. This provides a “null
hypothesis” for subsequent benchmarking of bioinformatic libraries (Chapter 3), that the
relative performance of libraries will match the relative performance of the languages in which
they are implemented.
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Figure 1.1 - CPU and memory usage of programming languages for several bioinformatic tasks as estimated by The Computer
Language Benchmarks Game.42
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1.4.3 Cross Platform Development and Deployment
Life sciences research increasingly relies on the development of custom data analysis software.
This software can be as simple as a few small R scripts to perform some basic statistical
analysis, or as large as a complete web-based toolset implementing novel analytical techniques.
Some of this software may be designed at the onset for use by other scientists, whereas in
other cases, the software may be written to support a single study with less focus on usability
by other scientists or in other studies. In the former case, it is obviously important that the
software be easily installable (deployable) without a great deal of expertise and effort on the
part of the end user. However, this can also be very important in the latter case as well, so that
others scientists can understand and reproduce the methods used, or to facilitate the
application of the same methods to different studies.
The effort involved in developing software that is easily deployable varies widely,
depending on the programming languages used and environments in which the software will be
deployed. More heterogeneous environments require more effort, due to the increased
amount of platform specific code, testing, installation procedures, and documentation
required. This is especially problematic in research and academic environments where, unlike
large commercial environments, there is a more diverse mix of operating systems, hardware,
and network configurations. Further exacerbating this issue is that researchers often don’t
have the extra time or expertise necessary to engineer and document applications for this
cross-platform deployment.
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Language choice impacts the cross-platform development effort because languages
differ in the degree to which they expose platform specific considerations to the developer.
Lower level languages such as C, typically expose more details of the underlying software and
hardware environment than higher-level languages such as Python or Perl. Although this
reduced level of abstraction sometimes facilitates higher performance, the developer is
burdened with writing code that accommodates the exposed differences in the environments.
Also, despite the fact that the core Python and Perl languages provide a high degree of platform
independence, many applications written in those languages incorporate software libraries
written in C to achieve reasonable levels of performance. These “native code” libraries utilize a
variety of non-standard distribution and installation mechanisms, which differ widely between
operating systems and even between individual libraries. Installing libraries often requires
some level of expertise with system administration procedures for a particular operating
system, and for shared systems, may even require assistance from a system administrator to
install. Often a specific version of a library is required to support an application, but some
libraries must be installed “system-wide,” meaning only one version may be installed on a
system at a time. This can cause conflicts between applications installed on the same system
that require library versions. Also, libraries often have transitive dependencies to other
libraries, and even a single library may require a number of other libraries to be installed, with
similar installation issues. Overall, the management of dependencies can be a complex and
difficult problem to solve and the reason that the term “dependency Hell” was coined many
years ago to refer to this issue.
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Languages based on virtual machine (VM) architectures such as Java or C# employ a
different approach to these cross platform challenges. Instead of relying on low level code or
specific libraries to perform core functions, VM based languages rely on a single piece of
platform dependent software, known as the “virtual machine.” In a VM architecture, the high
level code is compiled into a greatly simplified intermediate representation known as
“bytecode.” Bytecode is essentially a processor independent machine code. To execute the
program, the virtual machine reads the bytecode, translating the bytecode operations into
native machine operations, either by interpretation, or in some cases, by translating the
bytecode directly into native code at runtime (a feature known as “Just-In-Time” compilation).
Although developing efficient virtual machine implementations is very difficult, this architecture
allows the cross-platform engineering effort to be focused on a single piece of software (the
VM), with underlying details sufficiently abstracted that platform specific details are not
exposed to the application developer. As discussed in section 1.4.2, despite the platform
abstraction, these virtual machines can execute code efficiently enough that most operations
have a less than 2x performance penalty when compared to direct execution of native code.
1.4.4 Java - An Important Language for High Performance Bioinformatics
Java’s high performance, platform independence, and library availability have made it one of
the most popular general-purpose languages in the computer industry. In addition, Java’s
platform independent support for features critical to high performance distributed computing
(e.g. network I/O, concurrency, multi-threading, file, and process management) has facilitated
the creation of a number of powerful distributed computing frameworks. These frameworks,
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including Hadoop,43 GridGain,44 Hazelcast,45 and Cassandra46 are written in Java and integrate
readily with Java applications.
As a result of this combination of strengths and features, hundreds of widely used open
and closed source bioinformatics applications have been written in Java. Some well-known
examples include Geneious,47 CLC Genomics Workbench,48 GATK49, and Picard Tools.50 Given
the wide use and suitability of Java for high performance bioinformatics computing, much of
the work in this dissertation focuses on assessing and improving Java performance.

1.5 Short Read Mapping
High throughput sequencing platforms generate vast quantities of short read (oligonucleotide)
data. For many experiments, the first step in analyzing the data is locating the reads within a
longer reference sequence, a process known as read mapping. Errors in sequencing or actual
differences between sequences require the mapping process to accommodate inexact matches,
locating reads within the reference sequence even if some bases in the reads do not match.
This requirement for finding inexact matches greatly complicates search algorithms; thus, the
process of short read mapping is often the most time consuming step of sequence analysis
pipelines. Given a short read and a reference sequence, local alignment29 or other “exact”
algorithms could be used to locate the read within a reference sequence. In practice, however,
local alignment is far too computationally expensive to align millions of reads in a reasonable
timeframe. Short read mapping tools, therefore, rely on heuristics to achieve reasonable
performance but these heuristic algorithms are also less able to handle inexact matches. One
particular problem with these algorithms is that they often fail to find matches if an otherwise
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well-matched region is flanked by multiple mismatches. As these types of error patterns occur
frequently in short read data, finding the matching location for these sequences increases the
amount of usable data in a sequencing run. There also may be important scientific information
in these mismatched regions.

1.6 Structure of this Dissertation
The overall focus of the research described in this dissertation is to assess the performance (via
a process known as benchmarking) of a number of commonly used bioinformatic tools for
processing sequence data, and the development and application of new software and
algorithms to improve sequence data analysis performance. This dissertation begins with
description of a more efficient and sensitive algorithm for short read mapping, known as
MOM.51 MOM was implemented in the Java programming language and improved upon
existing algorithms by locating the longest match, regardless of the positions and number of
errors in the flanking regions. Essentially, this was a heuristic solution to the “longest common
substring with k mismatches”52 problem, and could also be considered a type of gapless
alignment algorithm. The software was shown to find more matches in less time than existing
mapping tools and the work was published as “MOM: maximum oligonucleotide mapping” in
Oxford University Press Bioinformatics.51
During the process of implementing the short read mapping program, it was assumed
that existing bioinformatics software libraries could be leveraged to provide the data structures
for sequence storage, and the compression and I/O functions for the new application.
However, it was discovered that the performance of the existing libraries was inadequate, both
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in terms of memory and CPU resource usage. This was an important finding because
bioinformatics libraries are widely used as the basis for a number of bioinformatic software
applications. Despite the prevalence of their use, little published research exists regarding the
performance characteristics of these libraries (e.g., alignment speed, parsing speed, and
memory usage). Without this information, researchers may assume that the performance of
their chosen libraries is optimal, when in fact there are significant inefficiencies. Also, without
comparative benchmarking, even library developers may be unaware of performance
shortcomings. Hence, a study of cross-language and cross-library benchmarks was undertaken
to investigate the relative performance characteristics of the most widely used bioinformatics
software libraries. That study illustrated that some of the basic underpinning functions of
bioinformatics libraries, particularly in Java, can provide suboptimal performance. Ultimately,
the benchmarks applied gave direction on which aspects of sequence data analysis libraries
have room for improvement. Given the poor performance of existing libraries, and their lack of
suitability to rapid application development in Java, the need for a more efficient bioinformatics
library in Java was recognized. This precipitated development of a new Java bioinformatics
library, now known as BioMojo, with the goal of producing the most memory and CPU-efficient
library currently available. This dissertation shows the degree of performance improvement
achieved in BioMojo, and describes how this was accomplished without sacrificing the usability
of the library or ease of development.
A final undertaking for this dissertation illustrates applicability of these and other recent
software developments through incorporation of features in the new library that allow
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processing of long-read data created by a new third generation sequencing platform known as
MinION. The incorporation of a unified sequence data model in BioMojo greatly simplifies the
development of applications that work exclusively with MinION data, or that integrate MinION
data with data from second generation platforms. Together these accomplishments illustrate
the importance of methodology for assessing software efficiency, and illustrate that the
performance of core bioinformatics software libraries can be improved to facilitate more
efficient analysis of large datasets sets.
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2 MOM: Maximum Oligonucleotide Mapping
This chapter contains a reprint of the paper “MOM: Maximum Oligonucleotide Mapping”,
which was published in 2009 in Oxford University Press Bioinformatics.51
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Abstract
General-purpose bioinformatic software libraries are widely used to facilitate the development
of bioinformatics applications. These libraries provide many of the fundamental data structures
and functions for these applications, and therefore the performance of these functions can
have a significant impact on overall application performance. Ideally, library performance
would be constrained only by the implementation language. However, library designers often
prioritize flexibility, usability, or other non-functional requirements over raw performance.
Despite this potential for performance variability, little research has been done to characterize
the performance of general-purpose bioinformatic libraries, relative to the performance of the
implementation languages. In this study, seven widely used bioinformatics software libraries
(HTSeq, SeqAn, BioJava, BioPerl, BioPython, HTSJDK, and JEBL) were benchmarked across six
different measures of performance. It was observed that the performance of the C++, Python,
and Perl libraries largely aligned with language performance, but that two of the three Java
libraries performed much more slowly and used more memory than expected. Memory usage
of all of the libraries was observed to be greater than expected based on analysis of the data
structures used. This study provides information that can be used to select the most efficient
libraries for a given application and identifies potential areas for improvement of library
performance.
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3.1 Introduction
Since the advent of next generation sequencing over ten years ago, the per-base sequencing
cost has declined rapidly, with over a thousand-fold decrease in the last seven years alone.2
During that same time period, the cost of computing capacity also has declined, but at a much
slower rate.2 The net result is that the costs of the computer resources needed for data analysis
and storage are becoming an increasingly large portion of overall project costs.12 As this trend
is unlikely to reverse, there is a need to find ways to more efficiently utilize available hardware.
Research that seeks to characterize the performance and efficiency of existing bioinformatics
software is an important contribution in this area, as it not only provides data that can guide
the selection of the most efficient software, but can provide insight that can be leveraged to
develop new, more efficient software. For example, efforts by Fourment and Gillings40, the
“Computer Language Benchmarks Game”42 and other studies53, have established the relative
efficiency of a number of popular programming languages. These studies relied on expert
implementation of the same algorithm across a variety of languages, with the intent that the
results reflect the best possible performance for each language. Although the exact
performance varies based on the algorithm implemented, the results of these studies show that
Java, C, and C++ perform similarly, with Java using only 1.5-2x more CPU time than C/C++ for
most tasks. Python and Perl have also been found to perform similarly to each other, but
require 10 to 50 times more CPU time than the same program implemented in C or Java.
Although characterizing language performance is valuable, these standalone benchmark
programs don’t necessarily reflect the programming practices used by most software
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developers. In the aforementioned studies, all of the high and low level functionality required
by the benchmark was developed and tuned by the programmer. With the exception of the
language default software libraries (i.e. standard libraries), no other libraries were used. This
contrasts with normal development practices where most developers seek out and utilize
software libraries to reduce the implementation, testing, and maintenance effort required. This
is also true in bioinformatics, where developers utilize software libraries providing commonly
used functions such as file I/O, sequence alignment, database integration, or access to web
based services.
Even when a programmer needs to develop functionality not provided directly by a
library, the new functionality is often implemented using lower level data structures and
functions provided by a library. As a result, software libraries influence many aspects of
program design, and potentially have a large impact on the performance of an entire program.
As software libraries are designed and written by experts in a discipline, it is reasonable to
assume they will perform optimally, given the being the performance of the language in which
they are implemented. However, as this paper will show, this assumption is not always valid,
and some bioinformatics libraries perform much more poorly than would be expected, given
the language in which they are implemented.
Despite the ubiquity of bioinformatics software libraries and the potential the impact on
application performance, there is little published work that has attempted to characterize
library performance. Of the seven libraries benchmarked in this paper, five have published
descriptions of the library structure and functionality, but only one of these publications
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(SeqAn17) includes any performance measurements. The publication of FastaValidator,54 a
utility to validate the contents of FASTA files, includes measurements performance of their
utility against the same function implemented using three libraries (BIoPerl,20 BioJava,16 and
BioPython19). Ryu55 also evaluates the performance of BioPerl, BioJava, and BioPython across a
number of functions. However, even though the paper was published in 2009, the versions of
the libraries benchmarked were released in 2003. Also, although Ryu provides memory
measurements, all of the tested tasks involve are memory independent as they read or
transform input data one record at a time. Finally, none of the prior work incorporates the
statistically rigorous benchmarking techniques recommended by Coffin and Saltzman,26 and
Georges, et al.22
As only a handful of functions have been evaluated across only a few libraries, because
statistical techniques that provide a measure of confidence in the results were not used, and
because of substantial architectural changes in most of the libraries since previous results were
published, there is an obvious need for a more comprehensive, rigorous, and up-to-date study.
This paper uses statistical techniques to examine the relative performance of seven widely used
bioinformatic libraries across six different tasks, and whether the libraries perform as expected,
given the languages in which they are implemented. Like Fourment and Gillings, a variety of I/O
and/or CPU focused tasks are benchmarked. However, instead of implementing tasks from
scratch, we implement them using the functions and data structures provided by a number of
widely used bioinformatics software libraries. To investigate whether all of the functions
provided by a library were equally efficient, we focus on benchmarking individual functions
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instead of entire applications. Specifically, we implemented six benchmarks that determine 1)
The amount of memory required to store sequence data in memory, and the CPU efficiency of
2) the FASTA56,57 and FASTQ58 parsers, 3) a simple short read trimming algorithm 4) nucleotide
to amino acid sequence translation, 5) kmer generation and counting, and 6) sequence
alignment.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Library Selection
Given that individual programs must be carefully designed, developed, and tested for each
benchmarked task and library combination, it is obviously not feasible to benchmark every
available library. Instead, a subset of the available libraries was chosen based on a number of
criteria. First, libraries were required to support functions applicable to general-purpose
sequence analysis, either as the primary purpose of the library, or as a core function in a larger
suite of bioinformatics tools. This excludes, for example, bioinformatics libraries where the
primary purpose is structural modeling, even if they have some secondary support for sequence
analysis. Second, the libraries were required to have a clearly defined open source license and a
currently maintained public source code repository. Based on those criteria, the following
seven libraries were selected for this analysis: BioJava16 v4.1.0, BioPython19 v1.64, BioPerl20
v1.6.924, SeqAn17 2.0.1, HTSeq59 v0.6.1, HTSJDK18 v1.130, and JEBL60 rev 1202.
3.2.2 Statistical Methods
Prior work has emphasized the importance of using the appropriate statistical techniques to
analyze benchmark results to ensure the rigor of the benchmarking process.22 This work has
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also characterized Java as “far from being trivial to benchmark” due to the complexity of
interactions between the input data, virtual machine mechanics, and other test parameters.
Factors such as Just-in-time compilation, on-the-fly optimization heuristics, differences in
thread scheduling, etc. cause some degree of non-determinism in almost all benchmarks,
leading to vastly incorrect results in some cases.22
Although much benchmarking work seems to have largely ignored this advice, in this
research, considerable time was spent both designing a benchmark framework (see 3.2.3) and
selecting and using appropriate statistical techniques to analyze benchmark results. For the
memory usage benchmark, a factorial design61 and linear regression were used to both elicit
the relationship between total memory usage and the input file characteristics, and to provide
a measure of confidence in the results. Further details of the linear model and other details of
this benchmark are provided in section 3.2.8.1 below. For the CPU efficiency benchmarks, each
benchmark was executed multiple times with the coefficient of variation used to characterize
the degree of between run variability. The R language and environment for statistical
computing38 was used to perform the analysis on the benchmark results and generate some of
the plots. Regression analysis assumptions were checked by plotting residuals, and the other
diagnostic plots provided by the “plot.lm” function in R. See section 3.6 for examples of these
plots.
3.2.3 Benchmarking Framework
As the statistical methods used required generation of a large number of test data sets, and
executing thousands of individual benchmark runs, a benchmarking framework was created to
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automate the process. For the memory benchmark, a single execution of the framework
created FASTA or FASTQ files containing simulated data for each combination of factor levels
(e.g. record length, number of records) and executed each of the benchmark programs on each
of the files. For the CPU benchmarks, the framework executed each benchmark program ten
times on pre-existing data files. In all cases, the framework randomized execution order among
runs to reduce bias introduced by operating system caching or other execution order
dependent effects.
The framework measured resource usage by wrapping each benchmark program
execution with the GNU/Linux /usr/bin/time utility, along with obtaining real-time resource
usage samples every 200ms via the /proc/stat Linux filesystem. The resident set size, number
of major and minor page faults, elapsed (wall clock) time, user and system CPU time, and
percent CPU utilization were recorded for each run and 200ms sample. All data were stored in
a relational database for further analysis.
3.2.4 Performance Measures
For the memory benchmark, the maximum resident set size was used as the main measure of
program memory usage. The operating system reported this value in single page units (4096
bytes), the resolution of which was more than adequate. The number of major page faults was
used to ensure that the entire data set stayed resident during execution, and that no portions
were swapped to disk.
For the CPU benchmarks, user and system CPU time were combined into a total CPU
time measurement, and compared with the elapsed time to determine the percent CPU
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utilization. Relative measures of performance were based on the total CPU time, not elapsed
time.
3.2.5 Execution Environment
Two computer systems were used for benchmark execution. The memory usage benchmarks
were executed on a computer system with dual Intel Xeon E5-2660v2 CPUs and 256GB of
DDR1600 RAM. The CPU benchmarks were executing on a system with an Intel i5-3550
processor and 32GB of DDR1600 RAM. All benchmark data files were read from and written to
SSDs (solid state disks). Both systems were running 64-bit Ubuntu Linux 14.04. With the
exception of the Java benchmarks, all language benchmarks were compiled and/or executed
using the relevant binaries included with Ubuntu version 14.04: The SeqAn library and
benchmarks were compiled using GCC version 4.8.2 with the “-O3” optimization parameters.
The BioPython and HTSeq benchmarks were executed using CPython 2.7.6. The BioPerl
benchmarks were executed using Perl 5.18.2. Java benchmarks were compiled executed using
Oracle’s 64 bit JVM, version 1.8.0, update 66.
3.2.6 Java Memory Management Settings
The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) used to execute these benchmarks (Oracle Java 1.8.0_66)
included four garbage collectors: three that have been available since version Java 1.3, the
serial, parallel, and concurrent mark and sweep collectors, and a new collector for 8, the “G1”
collector. Each of these collectors has a number of options that can be set or changed to alter
the default behavior and heuristics used.62 In Java 8, the parallel GC is the default collector,
although in Java 9, the G1 collector has been proposed as the default.63 As the serial garbage
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collector is largely no longer used and the concurrent GC was largely designed for interactive
applications requiring low pause times, all of the benchmarks were run using the parallel
garbage collector. A subset of the benchmarks was also run with the G1 collector to investigate
the impact of this new collector on the results.
For the Java CPU benchmarks, the minimum and maximum heap size were set to the
same value using the “-Xmx” and “-Xms” options. With the exception of the alignment
benchmark, the Java heap size was fixed at 1GB using these options. For the alignment
benchmark, and 8GB heap size was used for JEBL, and a 12GB heap size was used for BioJava
(because BioJava failed to run with an 8GB heap size). The Java memory benchmarks used a
variable heap size as described in section 3.2.8.1 below.
3.2.7 Data File Preparation
To simplify developing programs to benchmark the 2 bit storage method, all of the input data
files were pre-processed to remove any IUPAC ambiguity codes 64,65 present in the sequences.
(e.g., ‘N’ for any, ‘D’ for Not-C, etc.). Any sequence positions with ambiguity codes were
changed to ‘A’ (Adenine), so the resulting sequences contained only the four canonical
nucleotide symbols (A, G, T, C). In addition, all FASTA files were reformatted to 60 symbols per
line.
3.2.8 Benchmark Programs
Where possible, individual benchmark programs incorporated recommendations and example
code from documentation included with the libraries. The intent was to compare library
performance using the libraries in the ways they would typically be used. If a library
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implemented sub-byte encoding / compression of sequences, benchmark programs were
written using both the compressed storage method and the normal uncompressed method. As
the goal was to benchmark individual library features, not full applications, memory and CPU
efficiency were examined separately. For each library, one memory benchmark program, and
five CPU benchmark programs were written, except where libraries did not support the
benchmarked features. These programs are described below.
3.2.8.1 Memory Usage Benchmark
Library memory usage is important, as many bioinformatics algorithms (e.g., assembly and
mapping) are only practical if most (or all) of a dataset is accessible in main memory at the
same time. Although some aspects of memory usage vary among algorithms due to the use of
algorithm-specific structures such as indices, in many cases, the largest portion of the memory
is taken up by the sequence data structures. There is considerable variation in the approach to
in-memory sequence storage among libraries, ranging from an “object per element” approach,
to packed bit arrays capable of storing multiple elements in a single byte. Some libraries also
utilize different in-memory data structures for long sequences (i.e. reference sequences) versus
short read sequences. With this degree of variation in design, benchmarking is an effective way
to measure the efficiency of the implementations, while also taking into account any allocation
overhead that may not be readily apparent or quantifiable from the code.
The purpose of the memory usage benchmark is to determine the amount of memory
required to hold sequence data in memory, using the data structures provided by each library.
The benchmark utilizes a simple approach: all of the sequences are loaded from a FASTA or
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FASTQ file into a collection of in-memory sequence records, using the most appropriate
sequence data structures and/or collection structures provided by each library. As all records
are loaded into memory at the same time, the maximum resident set size of the benchmark
program is used as the measure of the total amount of memory required by each library to
store the set of sequence data. To model memory usage in terms of record counts and
sequence lengths, the benchmark programs were executed multiple times using FASTA, and
FASTQ files with varying characteristics. The test files were created using all combinations of
record counts from 1000 to 30,000 records in 2000 record increments, and with each sequence
containing from 1000 to 30,000 elements in 2000 element increments. The sequence data
were randomly generated nucleotide sequences, and the record headers contained fixed length
(7 character) headers containing numeric sequence IDs.
With the exception of variable length compression schemes, sequence data are typically
stored using a fixed amount of memory per sequence element, so it was hypothesized that
total memory usage would increase linearly based on the number of sequence elements.
However, due to the overhead involved in managing dynamically allocated memory, heap
fragmentation, memory pool block sizes, etc., the amount of memory used by each sequence
object will almost always be greater than the amount of memory required to store just the
sequence data.66 In this paper, this additional amount of memory used per sequence is
referred to as the “sequence overhead.” Also, programs always use some fixed amount of
memory for the program code, and any static configuration or other data needed by that code,
independent of the size of the dataset being processed. This fixed, program-specific memory
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usage will be referred to as the “program overhead.” To determine the amount of memory
used by each of these factors (per sequence element, sequence overhead, and program
overhead), multiple linear regression was used to fit a memory model incorporating terms for
each of factor. Equation 3.1 shows the formula for this regression model. Note that in the case
of sequence data with quality scores, this model treats the “per-element amount” as the
amount of memory required to store one element from the sequence and the corresponding
quality score for that element.
Equation 3.1 - Regression Model for Program Overhead, Per Sequence, and Per Element Memory Usage. The variables are:
Y - total memory usage (resident set size), X1 - number of sequences in the file, X2 - length of each sequence in the file, α program overhead (constant estimated by linear regression), 𝛽1 - sequence overhead (coefficient estimated by linear
regression), 𝛽2 - per sequence element memory usage (coefficient estimated by linear regression).

𝑌 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 𝑋1 + 𝛽2 𝑋1 𝑋2
Java requires special consideration, as the resident set size of a program does not
necessarily reflect the amount of memory actually required to run a program. As the garbage
collector is triggered by complex heuristics and runs asynchronously in relation to the main
program threads, the garbage collector activity not always keep up with the rate of object
allocation. This potentially results in heap growth as unused (temporary) objects accumulate on
the heap. Prior work has highlighted how this, and other characteristics of Java, make it
difficult to benchmark.22 With this in mind, great care was taken to examine the impact of this
issue on the memory benchmark results, and to develop a method of memory measurement in
Java that would enable creation of a predictive model of memory usage. A number of methods
for quantifying Java memory use were developed and subsequently evaluated by two criteria:
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variability in the measurements and whether the resulting model accurately predicted the
memory required to run the program.
Baseline memory usage for each of the Java benchmarks was established by running the
programs with all settings except for the minimum and maximum heap size set to the defaults.
For these runs, the minimum and maximum heap sizes were set to half of the physical memory
(128GB) available on the benchmark machine using the “-Xms” and “-Xmx” command line
options. The results of these runs showed considerable variability, non-linearity, and based on
knowledge of the library implementations, were clearly overestimating the memory
requirements of the programs. (see 3.3.1 for a discussion of these results). To address this
issue, GC settings were altered to attempt to increase garbage collector activity to more
accurately measure the memory requirement. For the parallel collector, the settings “XX:GCTimeRatio=1 -XX:MaxGCPauseMillis=1” were found to greatly reduce memory usage by
enabling a larger portion of the process CPU time (up to 50%) to be used for garbage collection,
and encouraging more frequent collection to avoid long pause times. For the G1 collector, only
the “-XX:MaxGCPauseMillis=1” was used, as the GCTimeRatio setting is not applicable to this
collector. Runs with these options showed considerable reduction in overall memory usage and
measurement variability.
To investigate whether memory measurement could be further improved, the Java
benchmark programs were modified to make periodic calls to the System.gc() API method
during benchmark execution, to repeatedly force full garbage collection. The addition of this
code, both with and without the above GC tuning further reduced the memory usage and
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measurement variability. However, re-running the benchmark programs with default garbage
collector settings and the heap size predicted by the model caused the programs to fail due to
lack of memory, showing that this method underestimated the amount of memory required for
the program in more typical usage scenarios. Also, as the code was modified to include
System.gc() calls, this method was less generalizable to Java applications where code
modification was not possible.
As a result, neither of the previous methods was entirely satisfactory due to the use of
atypical settings for the garbage collector, potential underestimation of memory, and lack of
generality. Therefore, a new approach was developed to determine the memory requirement
of the Java benchmark programs by finding the smallest heap size setting that would allow the
program to run to completion. The benchmark framework was modified to execute each
program with near default garbage collector settings, but with differing maximum heap size
settings. A binary search, based on whether the program ran to completion, or failed due lack
of memory, was used to find the minimum heap size that would support program execution.
The only modifications from the default GC settings were two options to fix parameters that
normally vary automatically based on the heap size (“-Xmx”) option. For the G1 collector, the “XX:G1HeapRegionSize=8m” option was used to fix the region size to 8MB. For both collectors,
the “-XX:+UseCompressedOops” option was used to prevent the transition from 32 bit
(compressed) to 64 bit (uncompressed) object references that occurs as the heap grows past
32GB. Without this setting, there would be a discontinuity in memory usage above and below
32GB, which would be cause problems with the binary search method.
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Arguably, this ` method provides the most useful measure of real world memory
requirements of the Java libraries as it relies on fairly typical garbage collector settings, and
finds the “threshold of failure” for the heap size. Unless otherwise noted, the results discussed
below are based this method.
3.2.8.2 File Read Benchmark
The speed with which sequence data can be read from disk and parsed into in-memory data
structures can be a limiting factor in performance when working with large NGS data sets. This
benchmark measures the CPU usage of each of the libraries when parsing the commonly used
FASTA and FASTQ file formats into in memory sequence structures. FASTA and FASTQ are
typical of many bioinformatics file formats, in that they are unindexed and text based, so this
benchmark also provides insights that may be used to optimize parsing of similar text based
formats. Like the memory benchmark, this benchmark reads records from a FASTA or FASTQ
files into memory, but instead of accumulating the sequence records in a collection, the
program checksums the record lengths, and then discards the memory used by the record.
The FASTA read benchmark used a large draft assembly of White Spruce (Picea glauca)
genotype WS77111, accession number GCA_000966675.1. This file contained 3,353,683
sequences, with a median length of 1793 bases. The total number of bases in the file was
26,936,232,745 and the total file size was 27,665,172,102 bytes including headers. The FASTQ
read benchmark used a large Illumina MiSeq paired read dataset from the same White Spruce
sequencing project, accession number SRR1259622. The first read of each pair was used, with
the resulting containing 17,829,466 300 base-pair sequences. The total number of bases in the
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file was 5,348,839,800, and the total file size was 11,477,783,364 bytes including headers and
quality scores.
3.2.8.3 Read Trimming Benchmark
In many analysis pipelines, the first step is to filter and trim raw reads based on the quality
scores provided by the sequencing platform. This benchmark measures the performance of a
simple trimming function, implemented using the data structures and functions provided by
each of the libraries. The overall performance of this function depends on a combination of I/O
performance, the performance of access to individual data elements (when determining the
trimming location), and the performance of creating newly trimmed sequences from existing
sequences. Although numerous trimming methods exist, this benchmark used the
straightforward “tail trimming” method, which removes bases at the end of a read having
quality scores lower than a specified cutoff value. As this “tail trimming” is also implemented in
the widely used Trimmomatic program,67 using this algorithm provides the opportunity to
compare the performance of general purpose libraries to a tool optimized for this specific task.
The FASTQ benchmarks were executed on same FASTQ file as the file read benchmark,
containing the first read of the read pairs from NCBI accession number SRR1259622.
3.2.8.4 Translation Benchmark
Translating nucleotide to amino acid sequences is an important operation when building or
searching sequence databases, and is also fundamental to many other analyses such as gene
prediction. This benchmark measures the efficiency of the nucleotide sequence translation
engines of each of the libraries. This benchmark consisted of reading nucleotide sequences
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from a FASTA file, translating them through the first reading frame, and writing the translated
sequences to a new FASTA file. The benchmark programs were run on a file containing all
sequences from the NCBI fungi nucleotide refseq database (version 75, March 2016 release).
The file contained 1,744,297 sequences with a median sequence length of 1232 bases. The
total number of bases in the file was 7,810,061,863 and the total file size was 8,127,251,491
bytes including headers. The HTSeq and HTSJDK libraries were not included in this benchmark
as they do not offer translation functions.
3.2.8.5 Kmer Counting Benchmark
Generating overlapping kmers from sequences is a widely used operation in many applications,
such as mapping and alignment free sequence comparison. This benchmark read nucleotide
sequences from an input file, generating overlapping 8 base kmers with the start of each kmer
offset by one base from the start of the previous kmer. The number of instances of each kmer
was counted across all input sequences. Only the libraries that included kmer generation
functions were included in this benchmark: BioJava and SeqAn. The same FASTA file from the
file read benchmark, accession number GCA_000966675.1, was used as the input data for this
benchmark.
3.2.8.6 Sequence Alignment Benchmark
Sequence alignment is fundamental to many types of analyses. In practice, a large number of
algorithms are used, but regardless of the algorithm, all alignment algorithms rely on repeated
comparison of the individual elements of a sequence, and calculating composite scores based
on similarities or differences. General-purpose bioinformatics libraries typically provide a
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number of alignment algorithms as part of their core functionality. This benchmark measures
the efficiency of the library’s implementation of the Smith-Waterman29 alignment algorithm as
implemented by all the libraries under test. Not only is this benchmark useful to measure
performance of this algorithm, but the CPU intensive nature of alignment, requiring repeated
access to and comparison of sequence elements is illustrative of the performance of other CPU
intensive search algorithms. For SeqAn and JEBL, the linear gap penalty variant of SmithWaterman was used. For BioJava and BioPython, the affine gap penalty variant of SmithWaterman was used. BioPython only supports this variant, and although a linear gap variant
was provided by BioJava, a bug in the current version caused this alignment function to crash.
The benchmark consisted of aligning a subset of reads from a MinION sequencing run
(accession number SRR3473966) against the last 3,555 bases of Enterobacteria phage lambda
(accession number NC_001416.1), to detect reads that are commonly used for quality
assurance with this platform.68 The reads file contained 9,737 sequences with a median
sequence length of 531 bases. The total number of bases in the file was 21,423,748.

3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Memory Usage Benchmark
3.3.1.1 Impact of Asynchronous Garbage Collection
As expected, measuring memory using only default garbage collection resulted in a large
increase in total memory usage measurements, and an increase in the variability of memory
measurement (see Figure 3.1). We found that the other methods incorporating tuning settings
for the JVM garbage collector, along with explicit garbage collection reduced the variability and
overestimation of usage. However, the best results were ultimately produced using the binary
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search method described in section 3.2.8.1 above, which used multiple executions to find the
smallest heap size that would allow the program to run to completion. For example, for the
BioJava FASTA memory benchmark, loading the largest test dataset using default garbage
collection resulted in a memory usage measurement of 43.44GB, compared to 8.16GB with the
minimum heap size method. The R2 value with default garbage collection was 0.911, compared
to 1.000 with minimum heap size (see Figure 3.1). As the goal of this benchmark was to
determine memory usage for the sequence data, not artifacts of the garbage collection system,
all further memory measurements presented in this paper are based on the use of this binary
search method. To the best of our knowledge, this approach has not been used in previous
attempts to benchmark Java memory usage.

Figure 3.1 - Comparison of BioJava memory usage with different measurement methods. A) BioJava with the heap shrink
method. This method a linear relationship between dataset size and memory usage, with the total memory usage closely
matching the expected usage based on analysis of code. R2 for this dataset was 1.000. B) BioJava with default garbage
collection. The relationship between dataset size and memory usage is less linear as compared the heap shrink method. R2 for
this dataset was 0.911. Also, the total amount of memory used is approximately 5x greater than with heap shrink.
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3.3.1.2 Memory Usage Results
With the exception of SeqAn, all coefficients of the regression model (Equation 3.1) exhibited
highly significant fit across all libraries (P < 0.001), for both sequence data alone and sequence
data with quality scores. R2 values varied from a high of 1.000 for the HTSeq, BioPerl,
BioPython and Java libraries to a low of 0.938 for SeqAn.
The difference in R2 values results from the differing memory allocation and heap
management schemes used by each language or library. Perl and Python mange the heap using
object reference counting, which results in predictable and immediate deallocation of any
unreferenced temporary objects. The libraries based on these languages (BioPerl, BioPython,
HTSeq) all had the highest R2 values, and correspondingly showed the least apparent “noise” in
the benchmark results for these libraries and languages. As mentioned in section 3.3, the
default garbage collection process used by Java also resulted in much lower R2 values, but the
results reported here used the heap shrink method (see section 3.2.8.1), resulting in a fit similar
to Python and Perl. The memory management scheme used by SeqAn results in significant
discontinuities in memory usage versus dataset size, which explains the relatively low R2 values
for SeqAn. These discontinuities are apparent in the memory usage plots for SeqAn, when
compared to other libraries such as BioPython (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 - Comparison of SeqAn with Python memory usage for varying sizes of FASTA data. BioPython (A) exhibits an almost
exact fit to the linear model (R2 = 1.000) based on the input size, whereas SeqAn (B) and SeqAn with 2 bit encoding (C) exhibit
discontinuities in the relationship between input data size and memory usage. Although the overall trend for SeqAn is still linear,
the fit is less precise with an R2 value of 0.989 for SeqAn, and 0.938 for SeqAn with 2 bit encoding.

Across all libraries, test datasets, and benchmarks, the amount of program overhead
was less than 60MB, an insignificant amount when working with multi-gigabyte datasets on
modern computer systems. The memory usage for each library depended more on the
implementation language than the library itself. The Java libraries all required the most
overhead, roughly 40-50MB per program instance. This is not unexpected, due to the
complexities of Java’s virtual machine implementation. The Perl and Python libraries tended to
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use between 10-20MB per program instance. The C++ SeqAn library appeared to use the least
baseline memory, reiterating one of the known advantages of C++, its lean use of memory.
However, this parameter estimate was not significant in the regression model.
For large datasets, the per-sequence overhead is much more important that program
overhead, as differences in this amount greatly impact memory usage for datasets with many
sequences. Across all libraries, we found that per sequence overhead varied from a low of 341
bytes for HTSJDK with FASTA data, to a high of 5,016 for BioPython with FASTQ data, a
difference of almost 15x. For all libraries except BioJava and HTSJDK, the overhead for
sequences with quality scores data was higher that sequence data alone. This is because, in
most cases, the quality score storage roughly doubles the number of objects required to
represent the data. BioJava, however, uses a much simpler structure for sequence data with
quality scores that for sequence data alone. This structure is implemented as a fairly literal
storage of FASTQ data in Java Strings, with no support for metadata, whereas the sequence
structure includes large numbers of optional fields used to hold metadata. As a result, the
sequence overhead of BioJava’s FASTQ structure is comparable to the FASTQ structures in
other libraries, but the FASTA structure uses the most memory of all the Java libraries. In the
case of HTSJDK, both FASTA and FASTQ data are stored in similarly simple structures.
All of these per sequence overhead estimates are larger than would be expected based
on code analysis alone. For example, based on counting object references in the BioJava
DNASequence class, we would estimate a sequence overhead of 200 bytes. However, the
measured overhead was 1,161 bytes per sequence, almost 6x higher. Similarly, for BioPython,
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an empty SeqRecord object uses 64 bytes. However, our measurements show BioPython using
2,757 bytes per sequence, more than 40x higher than expected. This difference results from
the inherent inefficiency of the memory allocation engines used by these platforms.
The amount of storage used by individual sequence elements also varied widely
between libraries. The regression model showed that for FASTA sequences, the per sequence
element usage differed by a factor of more than 16 between the smallest (0.50 bytes per
element for SeqAn using 2 bit encoding) and largest (8.9 bytes per element for BioJava) values.
For FASTA data, the other libraries (and SeqAn without encoding) used one byte per sequence
element as a result of storing the IUPAC code for each element in a single byte value. The large
per element value for BioJava results from the design of BioJava’s sequence classes, which
represent sequences as lists of objects. Although the sequence elements are (thankfully)
singleton objects, the references to those singletons requires eight bytes per object. For
smaller heap sizes (less than 32GB) we would expect this value to be lower, as Java only
requires four bytes per object reference in smaller heaps. However, this amount would still be
much higher than any of the other libraries.
For FASTQ sequences, per-element memory usage was more variable. SeqAn with 2 bit
encoding used the least, with approximately 1.5 bytes per element (0.5 bytes for the nucleotide
data, and 1 byte for the quality score). SeqAn without 2 bit encoding used approximately 2
bytes per element (1 byte for the nucleotide, and 1 byte for the quality score). Both BioJava
and HTSJDK used four bytes per element, as both libraries store both the nucleotides and
quality scores in Java String objects. Java Strings encode data in UTF-16 format, requiring two
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bytes per character, or four bytes in total for a nucleotide and quality score combination. Both
BioPython and HTSEQ used approximately 9-10 bytes per element, as a result of converting the
byte based quality scores into full integer values. BioPerl used the most memory, at roughly 65
bytes per element. We have not investigated the reason for this high memory usage, but
suspect that BioPerl is wrapping individual quality scores with a Perl object.
Again, for per element memory usage, we found differences between estimated
memory usage based on code analysis, and measured memory usage. For FASTA data, SeqAn
with 2 bit encoding should have required roughly 0.25 bytes per sequence element, but the
measured overhead was 0.50 bytes per sequence. This means that the memory requirement of
SeqAn is more than double that expected.
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Table 3.1 - Memory usage of sequence data structures. This table shows the coefficients of the regression model (see Equation 3.1), and the maximum memory usage for a
dataset containing 30,000 sequences with 30,000 nucleotides in each sequence. All coefficients are significant (P < 0.001), with the exception of coefficients for SeqAn which are
underlined. SE is standard error of the estimate. α, β1, and β2 refer to the constants and coefficients in the regression model.

Library

Max Mem
(MB)
SeqAn (2 bit)
483.0
SeqAn
925.4
HTSeq
927.9
BioPerl
953.7
BioPython
993.5
HTSJDK
1069.2
JEBL
1165.5
BioJava
8161.5

Program Overhead (MB)
Constant (α)
SE
p
-0.08 3.74 0.983
1.19 3.42 0.729
22.27 0.38 0.000
20.22 0.01 0.000
13.11 0.07 0.000
43.02 0.38 0.000
47.82 1.49 0.000
52.95 0.53 0.000

Sequence Overhead (bytes)
Coefficient (β1)
SE
p
220.0 273.67 0.422
2507.0 250.63 0.000
361.8 27.84 0.000
1102.7
0.38 0.000
2757.3
5.16 0.000
428.2 27.50 0.000
624.2 109.39 0.000
1161.7 38.52 0.000

Element Size (bytes)
Coefficient (β2)
SE
p
0.486 0.011 0.000
1.037 0.010 0.000
0.994 0.001 0.000
1.000 0.000 0.000
0.997 0.000 0.000
1.122 0.001 0.000
1.222 0.005 0.000
8.973 0.002 0.000

R2
0.938
0.989
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.998
1.000

Table 3.2 - Memory usage of sequence data structures, with quality scores. This table shows the coefficients of the regression model (see Equation 3.1), and the maximum
memory usage for a dataset containing 30,000 sequences with 30,000 nucleotides and per-base quality scores in each sequence. All coefficients are significant (P<0.001), with
the exception of coefficients for SeqAn which are underlined. SE is standard error of the estimate. α, β1, and β2 refer to the constants and coefficients in the regression model.

Library

Max Mem
(MB)
SeqAn (2 bit)
1417.0
SeqAn
1949.1
HTSJDK
4122.2
BioJava
4838.6
BioPython
8300.3
HTSeq
9076.7
BioPerl
58946.7

Program Overhead (MB)
Constant (α)
SE
p
2.22 5.23 0.672
1.30 4.30 0.764
42.40 0.18 0.000
54.47 0.57 0.000
12.77 3.27 0.000
16.70 2.27 0.000
23.24 3.45 0.000

Sequence Overhead (bytes)
Coefficient (β1)
SE
p
2294.6 382.88 0.000
5186.9 315.05 0.000
341.1 13.48 0.000
606.3 41.65 0.000
5016.7 239.25 0.000
1711.3 166.33 0.000
3402.1 252.93 0.000
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Element Size (bytes)
Coefficient (β2)
SE
p
1.47 0.016 0.000
2.08 0.013 0.000
4.52 0.001 0.000
5.30 0.002 0.000
9.05 0.010 0.000
9.98 0.007 0.000
65.33 0.010 0.000

R2
0.987
0.996
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

3.3.2 File read Benchmark
Benchmarking the file read process revealed a more than 18x difference FASTA parsing
performance, and a 300x difference in FASTQ parsing performance (Table 3.3 and Error!
Reference source not found.). Because of the relative performance of C++ and Java in the
language benchmarks, we expected the Java libraries to perform similarly to SeqAn, and the
Perl and Python libraries to perform similarly to one another. However, for FASTA files, BioJava
and JEBL performed unexpected poorly, and Perl showed extremely poor performance with
FASTQ files. Given BioPerl’s memory requirements for quality-annotated sequences, this library
appears to be best suited for small FASTQ datasets.
Table 3.3 - FASTA read benchmark results. This table shows the average total CPU time (system + user time), the elapsed (i.e.
wallclock) time, the percent CPU (total / elapsed time), and relative CPU usage for each library for FASTA read benchmark.
Relative CPU is the ratio of a libraries CPU time to the smallest CPU time of all libraries for this benchmark program.

Library

Total CPU (sec)
mean
cv
SeqAn
69.6 0.006
HTSJDK
77.7 0.040
HTSeq
182.1 0.008
BioPython
246.8 0.041
BioPerl
389.8 0.003
SeqAn (2 bit)
679.0 0.000
BioJava
1011.5 0.020
JEBL
1271.5 0.014

Elapsed Time (sec)
mean
cv
81.2
0.021
108.5
0.048
190.0
0.012
253.2
0.038
401.2
0.004
685.5
0.001
828.7
0.018
1275.5
0.014

% CPU
85.8
71.6
95.9
97.5
97.2
99.0
122.1
99.7

Relative
CPU
1.00
1.12
2.62
3.54
5.60
9.75
14.53
18.26

Table 3.4 - FASTQ read benchmark results. This table shows the average total CPU time (system + user time), the elapsed (i.e.,
wallclock) time, the percent CPU (total / elapsed time), and relative CPU efficiency for each library for the FASTQ read
benchmark. Relative CPU is the ratio of a libraries CPU time to the smallest CPU time of all libraries for this benchmark program.

Library

Total CPU (sec)
mean
cv
HTSJDK
20.1 0.057
SeqAn
25.3 0.000
BioJava
68.4 0.008
HTSeq
91.3 0.016
SeqAn (2 bit)
151.7 0.005
BioPython
549.4 0.007
BioPerl
6716.0 0.024

Elapsed Time (sec)
mean
cv
20.8
0.204
25.3
0.001
67.9
0.008
91.5
0.016
151.8
0.005
550.1
0.007
6724.0
0.024
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% CPU
96.9
99.8
100.7
99.7
99.9
99.9
99.9

Relative
CPU
1.00
1.26
3.40
4.54
7.54
27.32
333.98

3.3.3 Read Trimming Benchmark
In the short read trimming benchmark, SeqAn was the fastest overall, but only without
sequence data encoding. The performance of SeqAn dropped by over a factor of four when
encoding was used (Table 3.5). Although in sequence trimming there is no reason to use
encoded sequences, this benchmark result helps illustrate the performance impact of the
encoding / decoding process. Of the Java implementations (HTSJDK, BioJava, Trimmomatic),
BioJava was the slowest, although all three performed reasonably well, only a factor of two
away from SeqAn. As for many other benchmarks, BioPerl exhibited the worst performance,
largely due to its high overhead implementation of sequence qualities, and its slow FASTQ
parser.
Table 3.5 - Short read trimming benchmark results. This table shows the average total CPU time (system + user time), the
elapsed (i.e., wallclock) time, the percent CPU (total / elapsed time), and relative CPU efficiency for each library for the short
read trimming benchmark. Relative CPU is the ratio of a libraries CPU time to the smallest CPU time of all libraries for this
benchmark program.

Library

Total CPU (sec)
mean
cv
SeqAn
45.7 0.026
Trimmomatic
72.6 0.036
HTSJDK
81.7 0.139
BioJava
87.7 0.039
SeqAn (2 bit)
201.7 0.025
HTSeq
301.2 0.036
BioPython
1402.0 0.025
BioPerl
10307.8 0.022

Elapsed Time (sec)
mean
cv
87.6 0.156
105.8 0.023
111.8 0.228
113.0 0.159
227.7 0.088
323.9 0.087
1418.9 0.032
10325.2 0.023

% CPU
52.1
68.6
73.0
77.6
88.6
93.0
98.8
99.8

Relative
CPU
1.00
1.59
1.79
1.92
4.41
6.59
30.69
225.66

3.3.4 Sequence Translation Benchmark
Sequence translation is not implemented in the high throughput specific libraries HTSJDK and
HTSeq. SeqAn, without sequence encoding, was the fastest library; however, the performance
impact of encoding was similar to the trimming benchmark: roughly a 4x decrease in
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performance (Table 3.6). The Java libraries (JEBL, BioJava) performed unexpectedly poorly on
this benchmark, being only 1.5-2 times faster than BioPython.
Table 3.6 - Sequence translation benchmark results. This table shows the average total CPU time (system + user time), the
elapsed (i.e., wallclock) time, the percent CPU (total / elapsed time), and relative CPU use for each library for the sequence
benchmark. Relative CPU is the ratio of a libraries CPU time to the smallest CPU time of all libraries for this benchmark program.

Library

Total CPU (sec)
mean
cv
SeqAn
61.2 0.001
SeqAn (2 bit)
285.6 0.003
JEBL
626.0 0.013
BioJava
1197.6 0.026
BioPython
1478.6 0.011
BioPerl
1892.4 0.032

Elapsed Time (sec)
mean
cv
69.5
0.041
290.0
0.011
602.1
0.013
1008.2
0.023
1481.8
0.011
1897.2
0.032

% CPU
88.1
98.5
104.0
118.8
99.8
99.7

Relative
CPU
1.00
4.66
10.22
19.55
24.14
30.90

3.3.5 Kmer Counting Benchmark
Both BioJava and SeqAn offer similar performance on the kmer counting benchmark. However,
as the test file contained 26,936,232,745 bases, the fastest library, SeqAn, only managed a
throughput of 13 megabases per second (Table 3.7). Based on the results on the other
benchmarks, we would expect a reasonably efficient kmer counting algorithm to perform at
least an order of magnitude faster, so this highlights an area for significant improvement.
Table 3.7 - Kmer counting benchmark results. This table shows the average total CPU time (system + user time), the elapsed (i.e.
wallclock) time, the percent CPU (total / elapsed time), and relative CPU use for each library for the kmer counting benchmark.
Relative CPU is the ratio of a libraries CPU time to the smallest CPU time of all libraries for this benchmark program.

Library

Total CPU (sec)
mean
cv
SeqAn
1975.4 0.022
BioJava 4139.0 0.043

Elapsed Time (sec)
mean
cv
1979.7
0.022
3761.9
0.042

% CPU
99.8
110.0

Relative
CPU
1.00
2.10

3.3.6 Sequence Alignment Benchmark
Sequence alignment functionality is not implemented in HTSeq or current versions of BioPerl.
BioPerl supports integration with external alignment tools, but performing benchmarks would
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measure the performance of the tool, not the actual library. As a result, we only tested four
libraries: SeqAn, BioJava, JEBL, and BioPython. SeqAn performed well, and this benchmark was
less impacted by the use of 2 bit encoded sequences than the other benchmarks. It is likely
that SeqAn incorporates an optimization, such as decoding the entire sequences before
alignment, as decoding sequence elements on the fly would have resulted in a much worse
result. JEBL and BioJava produced similar results, substantially slower than SeqAn’s C++
implementation. We found that BioPython’s alignment implementation performed much more
slowly than expected, considering the performance of the Python language. Whether due to a
bug or design issue, we were unable to complete the alignment benchmarks using the entire
dataset, and the CPU time listed below for BioPython is an estimate based on extrapolating
results from running the benchmark on a much smaller subset of the data (Table 3.8).
Table 3.8 - Sequence alignment benchmark results. This table shows the average total CPU time (system + user time), the
elapsed (i.e. wallclock) time, the percent CPU (total / elapsed time), and relative CPU efficiency for each library for the alignment
benchmark. Relative CPU is the ratio of a libraries CPU time to the smallest CPU time of all libraries for this benchmark program.
**Due to performance issues with the BioPython alignment benchmark, the BioPython result is an estimate based on running
the benchmark on a much smaller dataset.

Library

Total CPU (sec)
mean
cv
SeqAn
954.5 0.001
SeqAn (2 bit)
1394.5 0.001
JEBL
3604.0 0.011
BioJava
8158.6 0.006
BioPython ** 1278425.6
N/A

Elapsed Time (sec)
mean
cv
955.5
0.001
1396.0
0.001
1803.0
0.017
5935.1
0.007
N/A
N/A

% CPU
99.9
99.9
199.9
137.5
N/A

Relative
CPU
1.00
1.46
3.78
8.55
1339.37

3.4 Conclusion
This benchmarking study demonstrates that among seven widely used bioinformatics libraries,
the two general purpose libraries written in Java (BioJava and JEBL) perform much more slowly
than would be expected based on the raw performance of the language. BioJava also was
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found to use much more memory than the other bioinformatic libraries to hold sequence data.
Although the performance of HTSJDK was excellent, it focuses solely on short read data
processing, and lacks many important features found in more general-purpose libraries. We
also found that the SeqAn sequence data encoding used almost twice as much memory as
expected, and resulted in a significant impact to performance of applications. In summary, in
terms of memory and CPU utilization, there is much room for improvement of the current
“state of the art” general-purpose bioinformatics software libraries. Ultimately, the
benchmarks applied in this study give direction on which aspects of bioinformatic libraries to
target for improvement.

3.5 Funding
This work was made possible by the Virginia Commonwealth University Graduate School and
Integrative Life Sciences Program through support to HLE.
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3.6 Supplementary Data

Figure 3.3 - R linear regression diagnostic plot for JEBL memory usage with FASTA data. Plot shows even distribution of residuals,
with only a small amount of heteroskedascity.

Figure 3.4 - R linear regression diagnostic plot for HTSJDK memory usage with FASTA data. Plot shows even distribution of
residuals, with only a small amount of heteroskedascity.
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Abstract
Summary: The combination of growth in sequence data volumes, changes to sequencing
technology, and inadequate rates of hardware improvement is causing rapid obsolescence of
analysis techniques, which in turn is driving high demand for new methods that can handle
analysis of increasingly large volumes of sequences and metadata associated with new
sequencing technologies. Existing software libraries, including the most popular Java library,
BioJava, were largely designed before the advent of current high throughput sequencing and
although it provides elegant and flexible APIs, the high degree of abstraction in these APIs
negatively impacts performance. Targeting for improvement the general purpose programming
elements that are applicable to a large number of sequencing analysis applications has great
potential to reap rewards across a number of areas. Thorough introspection of existing
libraries, and using general software design and optimization strategies, we developed
solutions to those problems in the form of an alternative Java library “BioMojo” that addresses
the shortcomings of existing Java libraries while maintaining compatibility with the most
popular library, BioJava. BioMojo was then benchmarked using seven benchmark tasks, and
achieved the best performance across all benchmarks.
Software and Test Data Availability: www.biomojo.org
Contact: hugh@hugheaves.com, awaldrop@vcu.edu, blbrown@vcu.edu, mcrivera@vcu.edu
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4.1 Introduction
Development of MOM mapping software51, benchmarking of commonly utilized bioinformatic
libraries54 [Eaves et al., in preparation], and the growing size of sequence datasets12, has
highlighted the need for a performance-oriented general purpose bioinformatics library for
Java. The most popular Java library, BioJava16, provides an extensive feature set with an elegant
and flexible API, but was largely designed before the advent of next generation sequencing. As
a result, its API design prioritizes flexibility over performance, which negatively impacts
performance when dealing with large data sets, or computationally intensive tasks. Other Java
libraries, such as JEBL60 or HTSJDK18, are available but are targeted toward more specialized
applications (evolutionary biology, in the case of JEBL, and processing high throughput
sequencing (HTS) short read and alignment data, in the case of HTSJDK). Neither one provides a
performance-focused API targeted towards general purpose use.
Because of this, we undertook the design of a new API and library that was flexible
enough for general purpose use, but incorporated more pragmatic design decisions to
overcome some of the performance limitations of BioJava. This paper presents the design of
our new API and library and provides benchmark results that show significant performance
improvement over the aforementioned Java libraries for many common data handling tasks. In
fact, this new library achieves the best performance across all benchmarked tasks, both in
terms of CPU usage and memory utilization. The hope is that this API and library will be
immediately useful to bioinformatics developers desiring a high performance library for Java.
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Software Design
A number of goals were established at the outset to guide the design of the library. First and
foremost, we needed an API that would allow us to extract the maximum possible performance
from the Java platform without sacrificing flexibility or ease of use. Next, we wanted to
implement a core set of features to support general purpose bioinformatics application
development: support for reading and writing commonly used file formats, translation,
alignment, relational database, and web services support. Third, the library needed to support
modern Java development paradigms and frameworks: namely JPA69 for relational database
support, and JavaEE70 and Spring71 for dependency injection, component and transaction
management, etc. Other considerations were that data structures needed to minimize the inmemory footprint of data, all objects should be HPC ready - serializable for network computing,
and there must be support for compile-time type checking and runtime enforcement of
sequence data structure contents to help avoid common errors. Lastly, the API should utilize a
unified data model for sequences, regardless of the source (e.g., HTS reads vs a reference
sequence).
We applied the well-known Pareto principle72 to prioritize optimization efforts, where
the most frequently used operations and data elements were the highest priority. In the case of
sequence analysis, this meant focusing on the storage of individual sequence elements, and the
operations used to manipulate them, then on sequence metadata, and finally on multisequence collections. This strategy combined with our design goals promoted development of
numerous candidate designs for the core data structures and functions that were
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microbenchmarked to compare and optimize different approaches. The heuristics used by the
JVM to guide runtime optimizations such as method-inlining or JIT compilation can sometimes
sensitive to program specific execution patterns and code context. When microbenchmarking,
this can lead to false positives where small code changes result in faster execution, not due to
generalizable performance improvement, but due to changes in JVM optimization patterns. To
identify these false positives, we examined the byte code generated by the Java compiler and
the machine code generated by the JVM HotSpot compiler to ensure that optimization patterns
were the same before and after changes were made to the code.
4.2.2 Benchmarking
With the exception of the FAST5 read benchmark, the benchmarks presented in this paper
followed the methods developed by Eaves et al. (in preparation, see Chapter 3) that assess
memory and CPU efficiency of general-purpose bioinformatics libraries. The FAST5 benchmark
measures the CPU time required to load all sequences and metadata from a set of FAST5 files
into BioMojo’s native sequence data structures. The FAST5 dataset used for this consisted of
11,740 FAST5 files containing raw sequence data, 9,737 of which were successfully basecalled
sequences. The total size of the combined FAST5 files was 8.8GB. This benchmark is unique to
BioMojo as BioMojo is currently the only Java library to support this file format.

4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Software Architecture
The design process resulted in the development of a number of architectural features unique to
this library. The following section provides a brief discussion of how the features of this library
differ from the approaches used by other Java bioinformatics libraries.
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In Java, due to the split type system, developers often must make a decision between
using primitive types and objects to model their data. Primitives are substantially more efficient
than objects in many cases, due to the additional overhead of boxing / unboxing, null checks,
type comparisons, virtual function calls, etc. required by objects. However, primitives lack the
polymorphic behavior of objects, and therefore are less flexible than objects in some situations.
Our analysis of existing bioinformatic libraries and microbenchmarking confirmed that
modelling sequence elements solely as objects would incur a significant performance penalty.
Therefore, we designed our library to support the interchangeable use of both objects and
primitive types to model sequence elements. This was implemented by defining subtypes of all
core interfaces that exposed sequence elements as primitive types as well as object types. This
design pattern has been used successfully in a variety of high performance Java collections
libraries, such as Koloboke73 and FastUtil,74 but to the best of our knowledge, this is the first
time this concept has been applied to a bioinformatic sequence analysis library . Other than the
use of primitive types for sequence elements, the sequence interface supports the typical
operations associated with sequence data: metadata attachment, addition or deletion of
elements, and generation of subsequences. Our sequence interface extended the Java List
interface so that where possible, most of these operations were implemented as methods in
List.
Of course, some programmers may recoil in horror at the idea of using primitive types in
a fundamental library API, and we acknowledge that this approach has several potential
disadvantages. First, compile time checking of element type compatibility is compromised. In
other words, the compiler cannot differentiate between instances of, for example, nucleic and
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amino acids, which could lead to bugs (e.g., ‘A’ = ‘A’, but Adenine ≠ Alanine). To compensate
for this, we implemented compile time type checking with (optional) runtime element
validation at the Sequence level. “Alphabet” classes were created for each commonly used set
of sequence elements (e.g., DNA, RNA, Amino Acid, etc.), with the Alphabet implementations
responsible for enumerating and validating the subset of primitive values allowed in each
Alphabet. The Alphabet classes were incorporated into the Sequence API as a generic type
parameter, to support compile time checks, and attached to each Sequence as an attribute, to
support runtime validation. The second disadvantage is that, in Java, primitive types cannot be
used as generic type parameters. If an algorithm is both applicable to sequences of both
primitives and objects, and requires maximum performance, it would be necessary to provide
multiple implementations of the algorithm. In practice, we found this to be an advantage,
because instead of being limited to a single slow object based implementation, the developer
can choose to provide much faster implementations using primitive types. The last
disadvantage is that the sequence elements can’t provide metadata about themselves. (i.e.,
molecular weight, name, etc). However, this issue can easily be resolved using metadata
“lookup” functions using the Alphabet and element value.
The performance advantage of utilizing primitive types in the sequence API facilitated
several other highly beneficial features. First, we were able to implement Codec classes to
perform on-the-fly encoding and decoding of sequence elements into more compact “at rest”
in-memory representations. For example, the four nucleic acids are often represented using
only two bits per residue, resulting in a 4x to 8x reduction in memory usage compared to bytes
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or UTF-16 character values. The Codec classes are attached to the Sequence classes at runtime,
an implementation of the well-known strategy design pattern.75 Second, for many operations
where using objects would necessitate numerous hash table lookups (e.g., sequence validation,
translation, substitution matrices, etc.) it was possible to use the primitive type values to
directly index small arrays instead. Although both hash table lookups and array indexing are
O(1) operations, our micro benchmarks found that Java hash table lookups are up to 50 times
slower than arrays.
After focusing on the efficiency of sequence element representations, we turned to
sequence metadata storage. The Sequence interface was intended to represent everything
from short reads with only a single unique identifier, to fully annotated sequences with multiple
accession numbers, relationships, and other metadata. Defining methods for each metadata
type would have resulted in a very wide and difficult to maintain interface. Rather than
implement numerous Sequence subtypes for each set of attributes, we elected to use a key value approach, where each metadata value is attached to a sequence with a string identifier as
the key. To provide maximum performance, we implemented a custom HashMap class optimal
for storing small numbers of attributes, but which degrades gracefully when large numbers of
values are added.
Next, we developed an efficient file parsing strategy. Many bioinformatic file formats
are text based and unindexed. This provides a considerable challenge to efficient parsing, as
the final size of the data is not known until late in the parsing process. Two strategies are
generally used to deal with this. In the first, two complete parsing passes are made, with the
first pass establishing the size of the data, and the second pass copying data into structures
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allocated to exactly fit the data. The second is to use dynamically resizable structures to receive
the parsed data. The disadvantage of the first strategy is that the full parser is executed twice,
essentially doubling the amount of work needed to parse the data. The second strategy,
although only requiring one pass, often results in extensive buffer allocation, deallocation, and
data copying as the target data structures grow to their final size. For BioMojo, we developed a
“hybrid” strategy requiring only a single parsing pass, but allowing exact sizing of the final data
structures. This strategy is described in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 - File parsing strategy. Steps depicted: 1. Sequence data stored in variable length, unindexed record format on disk
(i.e., FASTA) 2. File data are read "on demand" into a dynamically allocated pool of fixed length buffers 3. Parser reads data
from buffers, identifying coordinates within buffers containing sequence data, identifying delimiters, headers, etc. 4. Parser
pushes coordinates of relevant data into queue 5. When parser identifies that entire record has been read, final data storage
areas allocated, and data are copied from source buffers into final destination using high performance buffer copy operations.
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The next major architectural feature was the development of high performance object
factories for creating the mandatory components (Alphabets, Codecs, etc.) of high cardinality
objects such as Sequences. Each implementation of the core interfaces (such as Alphabet or
Codec) was assigned a numeric unique identifier (UID). These UIDs were used as the keys to
object factories, which would return the appropriate object type for a given UID. This approach
contrasts to the common string-based lookup approach used by many heavy weight factories
(such as the Spring Framework), which while more flexible, was found to be order of magnitude
slower for object creation or lookup. Lastly, we implemented first class support for modern
Java frameworks and API’s such as JPA, Spring, and JavaEE. This substantially reduces the
verbosity of simple operations such as reading and writing data to and from databases, and
means that BioMojo can readily integrate with widely used applications frameworks.
4.3.2 Framework Features
BioMojo implements a standard set of core features for a general purpose bioinformatic library.
These features include: 1) File I/O - Readers and writers are provided for FASTA,56,57 FASTQ,58
FAST5 (a variant of HDF576 used by Oxford Nanopore Technologies), BLAST28 XML, and NCBI
taxonomy files. 2) Relational Database - BioMojo provides a database schema definition (see
supplemental data) that supports persistence of the entire library data model via the Java
Persistence API. 3) Alignment - BioMojo provides implementations of a variety of local and
global sequence alignment algorithms. 4) Translation - Support is provided for translating RNA
and DNA sequences into amino acid sequences, along with definitions of a number of
alternative codon tables. 5) Web services - BioMojo provides services to integrate NCBI Entrez
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services with other features provided by the library. 6) Interoperability - BioMojo provides a set
of adapter classes that allow objects in the BioMojo data model to be used with BioJava.
These features are integrated into an application framework designed to facilitate the
rapid development of both command line and web based bioinformatics applications. By
leveraging mature Java frameworks such as Hibernate and Spring, and by providing default
configurations, bootstrap code, documentation, and example applications, BioMojo enables the
developer to develop applications with a minimum of boilerplate code.
An example of the brevity afforded by BioMojo can be seen in the following code which
implements one operation of a multi-operation command line utility. Each operation is
implemented in a separate class, instances of which are passed to the “BioMojo.init” method in
the main() method of the Application class. The DBLoad class implements the behavior of the
“dbload” operation, which loads data from a series of FAST5 files into a relational database.
(Figure 4.2).
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public class Application {
public static void main(final String[] args) {
BioMojo.init(args, new DBLoad(), new DBUnload(), new RunBlast()));
}
}
@Named
@Parameters(commandNames = "dbload", commandDescription = "Load FAST5 data into database")
public class DBLoad extends AbstractSpringCommand {
@Parameter(names = { "-i", "--in" }, required = true, description = "Input file name or
directory name")
private String inputFile; // value set by command line parser
@Parameter(names = { "-n", "--name" }, required = true, description = "Dataset name")
private String name; // value set by command line parser
@PersistenceContext
private EntityManager entityManager; // auto-injected by framework
@Override
@Transactional
public void runWithThrow() throws IOException {
final SeqList<ByteSeq<?>> seqList = new SeqArrayList<>(name);
try (SeqInput<ByteSeq<Letters>> seqInput = new Fast5Input<>(inputFile)) {
seqInput.forEach(seq -> seqList.add(seq));
}
entityManager.persist(seqList);
}
}

Figure 4.2 - BioMojo code example. As an example of streamlined framework, this is the only code necessary to implement the
“dbload” operation in a multi-operation command line utility. “dbload” reads records from a FAST5 file and stores them in a
named sequence list in a relational database. The “Application” class calls the main BioMojo bootstrap function, init(), passing
in instances of classes which implement the available operations. When the program is executed with “dbload” as a command
line option, the runWithThrow() method of the DBLoad class is executed. (Note: java import statements for each class have been
omitted).

4.3.3 Benchmark Results
The benchmark results show that BioMojo’s performance-focused architecture results in much
greater CPU and memory efficiency compared to the other Java libraries, BioJava, HTSJDK, and
JEBL (Table 1). The difference is less pronounced on the short read focused benchmarks
(FASTQ read, trimming, etc.) showing that these functions are already quite well optimized
across all libraries. However, it is worth noting that the second fastest library, HTSJDK, although
similar in performance to BioMojo on the FASTQ read benchmarks, doesn’t perform any
validation of input data, or offer provisions for parsing headers or encoding data. Notably, the
third fastest library, BioJava, performs validation but relies on a very FASTQ-specific API, and
the resulting data structures are incompatible with the rest of the BioJava library. As a
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consequence, utilizing the FASTQ sequences with the rest of the BioJava API requires an
expensive data type conversion. The advantage of BioMojo is its ability to read, validate, and
encode the sequence data into a compressed format in less time than HTSJDK or BioJava, while
utilizing a single API for all types of sequence data.
Although performance of HTSJDK on the FASTA read benchmark is similar to BioMojo, it
lacks encoding or validation capabilities. Also, as the resulting data structures represent the
sequences only as raw byte arrays with no provisions for storing metadata, they are too limited
to use as a core model for a general purpose bioinformatic library. The performance of the
BioJava and JEBL parsers for FASTA read is much worse than BioMojo due to the penalty for
translating the ASCII-encoded sequence data into lists of objects and parsing algorithms
requiring frequent copying of small data buffers. Overall, BioMojo’s more “bare metal” storage
approach, combined with a more efficient parser design, yields a significant improvement.
The streamlined design of BioMojo allows it to outperform the existing libraries by a
factor of 20x to 30x for the more CPU-intensive functions, such as translation, alignment, or
kmer generation. Much of this improvement results from the greatly reduced overhead of
using primitive types to represent sequence data elements. Across all benchmarks, BioMojo’s
on-the-fly sequence data encoding and decoding has a relatively small impact (1% - 30%
increase in CPU utilization) on efficiency, while providing up to a 4x improvement in memory
efficiency.
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Table 4.1 - CPU and elapsed time benchmark results. Data processing times for various benchmark trials using different formats
of sequence data. Library: not all libraries can perform the required benchmark task. CPU time: processor active carrying out
task. Elapsed time: wall-clock time that passed during execution of task. % CPU: % CPU utilization (CPU/Elapsed). MB: amount
of file data read per unit time. Relative CPU values were calculated separately for each trial CPU value and anchored to the best
performing library.

Library
Read data:
FASTA

FASTQ

FAST5

BioMojo
BioMojo (2 bit)
HTSJDK
BioJava
JEBL
BioMojo
BioMojo (2 bit)
HTSJDK
BioJava
BioMojo
BioMojo (2 bit)

CPU Time (sec)
mean
cv
42.7
57.1
77.7
1011.5
1271.5
13.6
18.0
20.1
68.4
41.0
42.0

Elapsed time (sec)
mean
cv

% CPU

Relative
CPU

0.105
0.037
0.040
0.020
0.014
0.006
0.008
0.057
0.008
0.002
0.017

65.6
73.3
108.5
828.7
1275.5
13.1
17.5
20.8
67.9
14.8
14.9

0.054
0.046
0.048
0.018
0.014
0.010
0.011
0.204
0.008
0.030
0.031

65.0
78.0
71.6
122.1
99.7
103.7
103.4
96.9
100.7
277.0
281.9

1.00
1.34
1.82
23.70
29.80
1.00
1.33
1.48
5.03
1.00
1.02

88.3 0.028
4139.0 0.043

96.9
3761.9

0.018
0.042

91.2
110.0

1.00
46.86

K-mers:
BioMojo
BioJava
Short read trimming:
BioMojo
BioMojo (2 bit)
HTSJDK
BioJava
Sequence translation:
BioMojo
BioMojo (2 bit)
JEBL
BioJava
Sequence alignment:
BioMojo
BioMojo (2 bit)
JEBL
BioJava

32.7
50.2
81.7
87.7

0.068
0.040
0.139
0.039

85.6
88.2
111.8
113.0

0.141
0.150
0.228
0.159

38.2
56.9
73.0
77.6

1.00
1.53
2.50
2.68

22.0
35.3
626.0
1197.6

0.035
0.006
0.013
0.026

32.0
39.0
602.1
1008.2

0.186
0.091
0.013
0.023

68.5
90.4
104.0
118.8

1.00
1.61
28.51
54.53

415.4
422.7
3604.0
8158.6

0.002
0.016
0.011
0.006

416.5
426.7
1803.0
5935.1

0.001
0.028
0.017
0.007

99.7%
99.1%
199.9%
137.5%

1.00
1.02
8.68
19.64
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Table 4.2 - Memory usage benchmark results. Memory usage for in-memory sequence data (FASTA) and sequence data with
quality scores (FASTQ). Max is the amount of memory used to store 30,000 sequences of 30,000 elements. The other columns
are the results of fitting the linear regression model 𝑌 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 𝑋1 + 𝛽2 𝑋1 𝑋2 to memory benchmark results, where y is the total
memory used by the benchmark program, α is the intercept, corresponding to the base amount of memory used by the given
library, regardless of dataset size. β1 (the per sequence overhead) is the amount of memory used for a sequence data structure,
regardless of the length of the sequence, and β2 is the amount of memory used per element in the sequence. All linear
regression coefficients are significant (P < 0.001). α: program overhead intercept, β: per sequence overhead and per element
coefficients. SE is the standard error of the estimate.

Library

FASTA:
BioMojo
HTSJDK
BioMojo (2 bit)
JEBL
BioJava
FASTQ:
BioMojo
BioMojo (2 bit)
HTSJDK
BioJava

Max
Program
Mem Overhead (MB)
(MB) Constant
SE
(α)

Sequence Overhead
(bytes)
Coefficient
SE
(β1)

313.2
1069.2
1069.7
1165.5
8161.5

43.79
43.02
43.59
47.82
52.95

0.30
0.38
0.27
1.49
0.53

560.0 21.69
428.2 27.50
394.3 19.53
624.2 109.39
1161.7 38.52

1546.8
2091.3
4122.2
4838.6

45.72
44.81
42.40
54.47

0.55
0.44
0.18
0.57

1047.0
867.4
341.1
606.3

40.45
31.94
13.48
41.65

R2

Element Size (bytes)
Coefficient
(β2)

SE

0.281
1.122
1.124
1.222
8.973

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.005
0.002

0.999
1.000
1.000
0.998
1.000

1.64
2.25
4.52
5.30

0.002
0.001
0.001
0.002

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

4.4 Conclusion
We have designed and constructed a new general purpose bioinformatic library, BioMojo, for
Java that outperforms all of the other benchmarked libraries across all benchmarked tasks. We
believe that this new library provides a solid foundation for the development of high
performance bioinformatic applications in the Java language. Although the feature set is not as
extensive as BioJava, BioMojo’s ability to interoperate with many of BioJava’s features allows
the user to integrate both libraries when developing their applications. Also, BioMojo provides
Java features important to the development of large scale HPC applications, including JavaEE,
JPA, and network marshalling / unmarshalling support. We believe that BioMojo provides value
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to the bioinformatic community in its current form, but we also plan to continue expanding
BioMojo’s feature set to broaden its appeal.

4.5 Funding
This work was made possible by the Virginia Commonwealth University Graduate School and
Integrative Life Sciences Program through support to HLE.

4.6 Supplementary Information
4.6.1 Core Java Interfaces in BioMojo library
The following sections provide the Java source code of some of the core interfaces defined in
the BioMojo library.
4.6.1.1 Seq
/**
* The {@code Seq} interface represents a sequence of values of type T from the
* {@link org.biomojo.alphabet.Alphabet} A.
*
* @author Hugh Eaves
*
* @param <T>
*
the type of values in the sequence
* @param <A>
*
the Alphabet for this sequence
*/
public interface Seq<T, A extends Alphabet<T>> extends LongList<T>, Propertied, Described,
Identified {
/**
* Sets the id for this sequence.
*
* @param id
*
the new id
*/
void setId(long id);
/**
* Gets the alphabet for this sequence.
*
* @return the alphabet
*/
public A getAlphabet();
/**
* Modifies this sequence by replacing each of the elements with the
* equivalent symbol in the given alphabet, and then set the alphabet of
* this sequence to the given alphabet.
*
* @param alphabet
* @throws InvalidSymbolException
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*
if the current sequence contains elements that can not be
*
represented in the new alphabet
*/
public void setAlphabet(A alphabet) throws InvalidSymbolException;
/**
* Modifies this sequence by replacing each of the elements with its
* canonical form, and then changes the alphabet of this sequence the
* canonical version.
*/
public void canonicalize();
/**
* Reverse the order of elements in this sequence.
*/
default void reverse() {
final long lastPos = sizeL() - 1;
final long midPos = lastPos / 2;
for (long i = 0; i < midPos; ++i) {
final T val = get(i);
// swap values
set(i, get(lastPos - i));
set(lastPos - i, val);
}
}
}

4.6.1.2 ByteSeq
/**
* Represents an sequence, where the underlying type is a java "byte" primitive.
* This interface avoids the boxing/unboxing that would be required with Byte
* objects.
*
* @author Hugh Eaves
*
* @param <A>
*
the Alphabet for this sequence
*/
public interface ByteSeq<A extends ByteAlphabet> extends Seq<Byte, A>, CharSequence {
/**
* Returns this sequence as a byte array. Note that the data is defensively
* copied, so modifications to the array will not alter the data in the
* original sequence.
*
* @return the byte[]
*/
byte[] toByteArray();
/**
* Returns a portion of this sequence as a byte array. The data returned
* will start at "startPos" inclusive, and end as "endPos" exclusive. Note
* that the data is defensively copied, so modifications to the array will
* not alter the data in the original sequence.
*
* @param start
* @param end
* @return
*/
byte[] toByteArray(long startPos, long endEnd);
/**
* Replaces the contents of this sequence with the symbols contained in the
* given byte array. The array contents in validated against the current
* alphabet for this sequence, resulting in an "InvalidSymbolException"
* being thrown if the array contains invalid symbols.
*
* @param sequence
*
the new all
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* @throws InvalidSymbolException
*
the invalid symbol exception
*/
void setAll(byte[] sequence) throws InvalidSymbolException;
/**
* Replaces the contents of this sequence with the symbols contained in the
* given byte array. If valid is true, the array contents in validated
* against the current alphabet for this sequence, resulting in an
* "InvalidSymbolException" being thrown if the array contains invalid
* symbols. Setting validate to false overrides the validation check, and
* assumes that the byte array data being presented has already been
* validated. As validation is so fast, this typically results in only a 20%
* savings in the execution time of this method, so this method should not
* normally be used.
*
* @param sequence
*
the sequence
* @param validate
*
the validate
* @throws InvalidSymbolException
*
the invalid symbol exception
*/
void setAll(byte[] sequence, boolean validate) throws InvalidSymbolException;
/**
* Gets the byte at the given index.
*
* @param index
*
the index
* @return the byte
*/
default byte getByte(final int index) {
return getByte((long) index);
}
/**
* Gets the byte at the given index.
*
* @param index
*
the index
* @return the byte
*/
byte getByte(long index);
/**
* Sets the byte at the given index.
*
* @param index
* @param symbol
* @throws InvalidSymbolException
*/
default void set(final int index, final byte symbol) throws InvalidSymbolException {
set((long) index, symbol);
}
/**
* Sets the byte at the given index.
*
* @param index
* @param symbol
* @throws InvalidSymbolException
*/
void set(long index, byte symbol) throws InvalidSymbolException;
/**
* Appends a new symbol to the end of the sequence.
*
* @param symbol
* @throws InvalidSymbolException
*/
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void add(final byte symbol) throws InvalidSymbolException;
/**
* @see java.lang.CharSequence#charAt(int)
*/
@Override
default char charAt(final int index) {
return (char) getByte(index);
}
/**
* @see java.lang.CharSequence#subSequence(int, int)
*/
@Override
default CharSequence subSequence(final int fromIndex, final int toIndex) {
return subList(fromIndex, toIndex);
}
/**
* @see java.lang.CharSequence#length()
*/
@Override
default int length() {
return size();
}
/**
* @see org.java0.collection.LongList#get(int)
*/
@Override
default Byte get(final int index) {
return getByte(index);
}
/**
* @see org.java0.collection.LongList#get(long)
*/
@Override
default Byte get(final long index) {
return getByte(index);
}
/**
* @see org.java0.collection.LongList#set(int, java.lang.Object)
*/
@Override
default Byte set(final int index, final Byte symbol) throws InvalidSymbolException {
final Byte oldVal = get(index);
set(index, symbol.byteValue());
return oldVal;
}
/**
* @see org.java0.collection.LongList#set(long, java.lang.Object)
*/
@Override
default Byte set(final long index, final Byte symbol) {
final Byte oldVal = get(index);
set(index, symbol.byteValue());
return oldVal;
}
/**
* @see org.java0.collection.LongList#add(long, java.lang.Object)
*/
@Override
default void add(final long index, final Byte value) {
throw new UnsupportedOperationException();
}
/**
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* @see org.java0.collection.LongList#subList(long, long)
*/
@Override
ByteSeq<A> subList(long fromIndex, long toIndex);
/**
* @see org.java0.collection.LongList#subList(int, int)
*/
@Override
default ByteSeq<A> subList(final int fromIndex, final int toIndex) {
return subList((long) fromIndex, (long) toIndex);
}
/**
* @see org.java0.collection.DefaultList#iterator()
*/
@Override
default ByteSeqIterator iterator() {
return listIterator(0L);
}
/**
* @see org.java0.collection.DefaultList#listIterator()
*/
@Override
default ByteSeqIterator listIterator() {
return listIterator(0L);
}
/**
* @see org.java0.collection.LongList#listIterator(int)
*/
@Override
default ByteSeqIterator listIterator(final int index) {
return listIterator((long) index);
}
/**
* @see org.java0.collection.LongList#listIterator(long)
*/
@Override
ByteSeqIterator listIterator(long index);
}

4.6.1.3 Codec
/**
* A Codec provides a method to encode / decode data from one format to another.
* For example, a codec could convert sequence data between a single byte
* representation and a two-bit representation, or just compress / decompress
* data using a variable length compression algorithm.
*
* @author Hugh Eaves
* @param <D>
*
the type of decoded data
* @param <E>
*
the type of encoded data
*/
public interface Codec<D, E> extends IdBasedFactoryObject {
/**
* Checks to see if this Codec supports the given Alphabet.
*
* @param alphabet
*
the alphabet
* @return true, if the given alphabet is supported by this codec
*/
boolean supportsAlphabet(Alphabet<D> alphabet);
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/**
* Decodes all of the encoded data.
*
* @param alphabet
*
the Alphabet
* @param encodedData
*
the encoded data
* @param decodedLength
*
the expected length of the decoded data
* @return
*/
public List<D> decodeAll(Alphabet<D> alphabet, List<E> encodedData, int decodedLength);
/**
* Decodes the symbol at the specified position in the unencoded data..
*
* @param Alphabet
*
the alphabet
* @param encodedData
*
the encoded data
* @param decodedLength
*
the expected length of the decoded data
* @param pos
*
the position of the element that should be decoded. (i.e. the
*
position in the decoded data, not the encoded data)
* @return
*/
public D decode(Alphabet<D> alphabet, List<E> encodedData, int decodedLength, int pos);
/**
* @param alphabet
* @param decodedData
* @return
*/
public List<E> encodeAll(Alphabet<D> alphabet, List<D> decodedData);
/**
* Replaces the symbol at the specified position with the new symbol.
*
* @param alphabet
* @param encodedData
* @param symbol
* @param pos
*/
public void encode(Alphabet<D> alphabet, List<E> encodedData, D symbol, int pos);
/**
* Decodes the specified block number in the encode data
*
* @param alphabet
* @param encodedData
* @param decodedBlock
* @param blockNum
* @return
*/
public List<D> decodeBlock(Alphabet<D> alphabet, List<E> encodedData, List<D> decodedBlock,
int blockNum);
/**
* Returns the size of the given block number
*
* @param blockNum
* @return
*/
public int blockSize(int blockNum);
}

4.6.1.4 ByteByteCodec
/**
* Decodes / encodes byte values into an array of
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* byte values.
*
* @author Hugh Eaves
*/
public interface ByteByteCodec extends ObjectByteCodec<Byte> {
/**
* Decode all the data in the sequence.
*
* @param alphabet
*
the alphabet
* @param encodedData
*
the encoded data
* @param encodeAll
*
the length
* @return the d[]
*/
public byte[] decodeAll(ByteAlphabet alphabet, byte[] encodedData, int decodedLength);
/**
* Decode a single position in the sequence.
*
* @param alphabet
*
the alphabet
* @param encodedData
*
the encoded data
* @param blockNum
*
the block number to decode
* @return the byte
*/
public byte decode(ByteAlphabet alphabet, byte[] encodedData, int decodedLength, int
blockNum);
/**
* Decodes the given block number in the encoded data
*
* @param alphabet
* @param encodedData
* @param decodedBlock
* @param blockNum
* @return
*/
public byte[] decodeBlock(ByteAlphabet alphabet, byte[] encodedData, byte[] decodedBlock, int
blockNum);
/**
* Encode all the data into the sequence, replacing any existing data.
*
* @param alphabet
*
the alphabet
* @param encodedData
*
the encoded data
* @param decodedLength
*
the length
* @param decodedData
*
the decoded data
* @return the byte[]
*/
public byte[] encode(ByteAlphabet alphabet, byte[] encodedData, int decodedLength, byte[]
decodedData);
/**
* Encode
*
* @param
*
* @param
*
* @param
*
* @param

a single value, replacing the value at the given position.
alphabet
the alphabet
encodedData
the encoded data
length
the length
symbol
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*
the symbol
* @param index
*
the index
*/
public void encode(ByteAlphabet alphabet, byte[] encodedData, int decodedLength, byte symbol,
int index);
}

4.6.1.5 Alphabet
/**
* An {@code Alphabet} represents a specific subset of all the possible values
* of a particular Java type.
*
* @author Hugh Eaves
*
* @param <T>
*
the type of values in the alphabet
*
*/
public interface Alphabet<T> extends IdBasedFactoryObject {
/**
* Gets the symbol type.
*
* @return the symbol type
*/
public Class<T> getSymbolType();
/**
* Get the number of symbols in this alphabet.
*
* @return the int
*/
public int numSymbols();
/**
* Get the order of this symbol in the alphabet.
*
* @param value
*
the value
* @return the ordinal for symbol
*/
public int getOrdinalForSymbol(T value);
/**
* Get the symbol for a given ordinal.
*
* @param ordinal
*
the ordinal
* @return the symbol for ordinal
*/
public T getSymbolForOrdinal(int ordinal);
/**
* Determine if a symbol is a member of this alphabet.
*
* @param symbol
*
symbol to check for validity
* @return true if the symbol value is a member of this alphabet.
*/
public boolean isValid(T symbol);
/**
* Determine if the symbol in the given array are all members of this
* alphabet.
*
* @param symbols
*
symbols to check for validity
* @return true all the symbols is a member of this alphabet.
*/
public default boolean isValid(final T[] symbols) {
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return (isValid(symbols, 0, symbols.length));
}
/**
* Determine if the symbol in the specified portion of the given array are
* all members of this alphabet.
*
* @param symbols
*
the symbols
* @param start
*
the start
* @param end
*
the end
* @return true all the symbols is a member of this alphabet.
*/
public default boolean isValid(final T[] symbols, final int start, final int end) {
for (int i = start; i < end; ++i) {
if (!isValid(symbols[i])) {
return false;
}
}
return true;
}
/**
* Check validity.
*
* @param symbol
*
the symbol
* @return the invalid symbol info
*/
public default InvalidSymbolInfo checkValidity(final T symbol) {
if (!isValid(symbol)) {
return new InvalidSymbolInfo(symbol);
}
return null;
}
/**
* Checks to the symbols in the given list are members of this alphabet.
* Returns an InvalidSymbolInfo structure for the first symbol that is not a
* member of this alphabet, or null, if all symbols are members of this
* alphabet.
*
*
* @param symbols
*
the symbols
* @return the invalid symbol info
*/
public default InvalidSymbolInfo checkValidity(final T[] symbols) {
return checkValidity(symbols, 0, symbols.length);
}
/**
* Checks to the symbols in the given list (between start and end) are
* members of this alphabet. Returns an InvalidSymbolInfo structure for the
* first symbol that is not a member of this alphabet, or null, if all
* symbols are members of this alphabet.
*
* @param symbols
*
the symbols
* @param start
*
the start
* @param end
*
the end
* @return the invalid symbol info
*/
public default InvalidSymbolInfo checkValidity(final T[] symbols, final int start, final int
end) {
for (int i = start; i < end; ++i) {
if (!isValid(symbols[i])) {
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return new InvalidSymbolInfo(symbols[i], i);
}
}
return null;
}
/**
* Validates the given symbol against this alphabet.
*
* @param symbol
*
the symbol
* @throws InvalidSymbolException
*
thrown if the symbol is not a member of this alphabet
*/
public default void validate(final T symbol) throws InvalidSymbolException {
final InvalidSymbolInfo info = checkValidity(symbol);
if (info != null) {
throw new InvalidSymbolException(info);
}
}
/**
* Validates the given symbols. Throws an InvalidSymbolException if any of
* the symbols in the List are invalid.
*
*
* @param symbols
*
the symbols
* @throws InvalidSymbolException
*
the invalid symbol exception
*/
public default void validate(final T[] symbols) throws InvalidSymbolException {
final InvalidSymbolInfo info = checkValidity(symbols);
if (info != null) {
throw new InvalidSymbolException(info);
}
}
/**
* Validates a portion of the given List of symbols. Throws an
* InvalidSymbolException if any of the symbols in the specified portion
* array are invalid.
*
* @param symbols
*
the symbols
* @param start
*
the start
* @param end
*
the end
* @throws InvalidSymbolException
*
the invalid symbol exception
*/
public default void validate(final T[] symbols, final int start, final int end) throws
InvalidSymbolException {
final InvalidSymbolInfo info = checkValidity(symbols, start, end);
if (info != null) {
throw new InvalidSymbolException(info);
}
}
/**
* Determine if all symbols in the list are members of this alphabet.
*
* @param symbols
*
the symbols
* @return true if all symbols in the list are members of this alphabet.
*/
public default boolean isValid(final List<T> symbols) {
for (final T symbol : symbols) {
if (!isValid(symbol)) {
return false;
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}
}
return true;
}
}

4.6.1.6 ByteAlphabet
/**
* Represents an alphabet, where the underlying type is a java "byte" primitive.
* This interface avoids the boxing/unboxing that would be required with Byte
* objects.
*
* @author Hugh Eaves
*/
public interface ByteAlphabet extends Alphabet<Byte> {
/**
* Gets the ordinal for symbol.
*
* @param value
*
the value
* @return the ordinal for symbol
* @see org.biomojo.alphabet.Alphabet#getOrdinalForSymbol(java.lang.Object)
*/
@Override
default int getOrdinalForSymbol(final Byte value) {
return getOrdinalForSymbol(value.byteValue());
}
/**
* Gets the symbol for ordinal.
*
* @param ordinal
*
the ordinal
* @return the symbol for ordinal
* @see org.biomojo.alphabet.Alphabet#getSymbolForOrdinal(int)
*/
@Override
default Byte getSymbolForOrdinal(final int ordinal) {
return getByteSymbolForOrdinal(ordinal);
}
/**
* Checks if is valid.
*
* @param symbol
*
the symbol
* @return true, if is valid
* @see org.biomojo.alphabet.Alphabet#isValid(java.lang.Object)
*/
@Override
default boolean isValid(final Byte symbol) {
return isValid(symbol.byteValue());
}
/**
* Get the order of this symbol in the alphabet.
*
* @param value
*
the value
* @return the ordinal for symbol
*/
int getOrdinalForSymbol(byte value);
/**
* Get the symbol for a given ordinal.
*
* @param ordinal
*
the ordinal
* @return the symbol for ordinal
*/
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byte getByteSymbolForOrdinal(int ordinal);
/**
* Determine if a symbol is a member of this alphabet.
*
* @param symbol
*
symbol to check for validity
* @return true if the symbol value is a member of this alphabet.
*/
boolean isValid(byte symbol);
/**
* Determine if the symbol in the given array are all members of this
* alphabet.
*
* @param symbols
*
symbols to check for validity
* @return true all the symbols is a member of this alphabet.
*/
default boolean isValid(final byte[] symbols) {
return isValid(symbols, 0, symbols.length);
}
/**
* Determine if the symbol in the specified portion of the given array are
* all members of this alphabet.
*
* @param symbols
*
the symbols
* @param start
*
the start
* @param end
*
the end
* @return true all the symbols is a member of this alphabet.
*/
default boolean isValid(final byte[] symbols, final int start, final int end) {
for (int i = start; i < end; ++i) {
if (!isValid(symbols[i])) {
return false;
}
}
return true;
}
/**
* Checks if the given symbol is a members of this alphabet. Returns an
* InvalidSymbolInfo structure if the symbol is not a member of this
* alphabet, or null, if all symbols are members of this alphabet.
*
* @param symbol
*
the symbol
* @return the invalid symbol info
*/
default InvalidSymbolInfo checkValidity(final byte symbol) {
if (!isValid(symbol)) {
return new InvalidSymbolInfo(symbol);
}
return null;
}
/**
* Checks to the symbols in the given array are members of this alphabet.
* Returns an InvalidSymbolInfo structure for the first symbol that is not a
* member of this alphabet, or null, if all symbols are members of this
* alphabet.
*
* @param symbols
*
the symbols
* @return the invalid symbol info
*/
default InvalidSymbolInfo checkValidity(final byte[] symbols) {
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return checkValidity(symbols, 0, symbols.length);
}
/**
* Checks to the symbols in the given array (between start and end) are
* members of this alphabet. Returns an InvalidSymbolInfo structure for the
* first symbol that is not a member of this alphabet, or null, if all
* symbols are members of this alphabet.
*
* @param symbols
*
the symbols
* @param start
*
the start
* @param end
*
the end
* @return the invalid symbol info
*/
default InvalidSymbolInfo checkValidity(final byte[] symbols, final int start, final int end)
{
for (int i = start; i < end; ++i) {
if (!isValid(symbols[i])) {
return new InvalidSymbolInfo(symbols[i], i);
}
}
return null;
}
/**
* Validates the given symbol against this alphabet.
*
* @param symbol
*
the symbol
* @throws InvalidSymbolException
*
thrown if the symbol is not a member of this alphabet
*/
default void validate(final byte symbol) throws InvalidSymbolException {
final InvalidSymbolInfo info = checkValidity(symbol);
if (info != null) {
throw new InvalidSymbolException(info);
}
}
/**
* Validates the given symbols. Throws an InvalidSymbolException if any of
* the symbols in the array are invalid.
*
* @param symbols
*
the symbols
* @throws InvalidSymbolException
*
thrown if the symbol is not a member of this alphabet
*/
default void validate(final byte[] symbols) throws InvalidSymbolException {
final InvalidSymbolInfo info = checkValidity(symbols);
if (info != null) {
throw new InvalidSymbolException(info);
}
}
/**
* Validates a portion of the given array of symbols. Throws an
* InvalidSymbolException if any of the symbols in the specified portion
* array are invalid.
*
* @param symbols
*
the symbols
* @param start
*
the start
* @param end
*
the end
* @throws InvalidSymbolException
*
thrown if the symbol is not a member of this alphabet
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*/
default void validate(final byte[] symbols, final int start, final int end) throws
InvalidSymbolException {
final InvalidSymbolInfo info = checkValidity(symbols, start, end);
if (info != null) {
throw new InvalidSymbolException(info);
}
}
/**
* @see org.biomojo.alphabet.Alphabet#getSymbolType()
*/
@Override
default Class<Byte> getSymbolType() {
return Byte.class;
}
}
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4.6.2 UML Diagrams for core packages
See next page.
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4.6.2.1 Sequence package
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4.6.2.2 Alphabet package
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4.6.2.3 Codec package
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4.6.2.4 All packages
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4.6.3 BioMojo Database Schema - Entity-Relationship Diagram
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5 Conclusion
A theme woven throughout this dissertation is that this work enables processing of the everlarger volumes of sequence data being generated by contemporary next generation sequencing
platforms. This body of work develops algorithms, data structures, and software that
significantly improve the state of the art in bioinformatic software performance. If the rate of
hardware improvement continues to follow Moore’s law, the 30x performance demonstrated
on some types of tasks is equivalent to having access to computers from 10 years in the future
in today’s world.
Several trends in scientific computing make this type of work even more pertinent.
Scientific computing, like the rest of the computing industry, is moving toward metered, cloud
based computing. Although institutions will continue to provide in-house computing resources
for some time to come, the push to cloud solutions will increase awareness of the costs
involved in maintaining in-house computing capacity. If these costs are eventually passed down
to individual research groups, the current approach of combating software and algorithmic
inefficiency with hardware scaling will no longer be the first choice to achieve timely results.
Another trend that makes this work relevant is the move to web-based applications.
More and more bioinformatic applications are provided as hosted web applications, instead of
being deployed locally. This reduces the complexity of managing software updates and
deployments for both developers and users, but also shifts the cost of computing primarily to
whomever hosts the application. BioMojo is especially well-suited to reducing the costs of
developing and hosting web based scientific applications, due to its light weight efficient
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architecture, and integration with modern web development technologies. Overall, I am
hopeful that this work helps to explore and expand the limits of what is achievable on modern
computing platforms for bioinformatic data analysis.
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